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Abstract
The purpose of this research was to understand teacher perceptions of restorative practices in an
urban charter school. This study sought to illustrate how teachers conceptualize restorative
practices and use it in their classrooms. This research study utilized a single-case study design.
The study examined teacher perceptions of restorative practices through the lenses of five urban
charter school teachers. The findings suggest that restorative practices have shown promising
results in terms of building a collaborative school culture that embraces staff and students for
who they are, helps build lasting relationships between students and teachers, and above all,
encourages a more effective way in dealing with discipline so students understand what they
have done wrong and how they can make better choices. Themes that emerged from the
participants highlighted the significance of social emotional learning, building relationships,
empathy, the physical classroom environment, and the importance of keeping teachers in urban
schools.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Student behavior sometimes can be a challenge in the classroom. School districts
implement school disciplinary policies for all staff to follow in the event of student misconduct.
These policies aim to redirect student misbehavior and provide consequence for the misconduct.
Corporal punishment has been—and continues to be—used in schools to punish students for
their misbehavior. Over time schools have adapted their disciplinary measures in direct
alignment to federal and state policies. With the introduction of the Seven Cardinal Principles of
Secondary Education in 1918, the National Education Association (NEA) encouraged public
schools to serve societal needs. Public schools started to consider teaching a curriculum that was
built upon character traits and citizenship. Under the guidance of the NEA’s report, teachers and
administrators were directed to ensure student learning—of both curriculum and character—by
any means necessary. Over time, school disciplinary polices became aggressively punitive. The
Gun Free Schools Act (1994) legislated states to mandate zero-tolerance policies, giving state,
districts, and, sometimes, even local school authority in defining the offenses as long as the three
primary conditions of the federal law were included in their definitions of the policy. Zerotolerance policies ultimately gave schools a pass to suspended and expel students from schools
for undesirable behavior regardless of context or rationale. As scholars began researching the
effects of zero-tolerance policies on students, new ways on handling school discipline emerged
that were more restorative in nature to allow students to correct their behavior and learn from
their mistakes. This practice is known as restorative practices.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research is to understand teacher perceptions on restorative practices
in an urban charter school. I will seek to illustrate how teachers conceptualize restorative
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practices and use it every day in their classrooms. Numerous scholars have researched restorative
practices specially looking at the overall school culture and its impact on suspensions and
expulsions (Bhandari, 2018; International Institute of Restorative Practices [IIRP], 2014; High,
2017). These studies have shown that when schools implement a school-wide or a la carte
approach to restorative practices, school culture improves and suspensions and expulsion
decline. Other studies have looked at the overall relationships between teachers and students
when restorative practices are used as a means of dealing with school discipline (Shah, 2012;
High, 2017). Through a social foundation lens, my research looks at the historical context on
school discipline and how social and political influences forced schools to take a punitive
approach to disciplining students in schools. These measures led to an outcry of injustice,
targeting and marginalizing of minority and African American students. This ultimately led to
the rise of restorative practices in schools, which approached school discipline as a way of
improving and repairing relationships between students and teachers, rather than harshly
punishing them for mistakes they made.
Justification and Significance
I will seek to understand teacher perceptions of restorative practices in an urban charter
school. I look to understand how and why teachers are using restorative practices in urban
charter schools and its effectiveness. Do restorative practices have any drawbacks based upon the
teacher perceptions? Through teacher voices and drawing of conclusions, I will look to provide
recommendations on the implementation of restorative practices in schools based upon the
literature and teacher perspectives. This research is important because it provides a platform for
teachers to discuss their perspective on restorative practices. There is a lot of positive literature
on restorative practices and what the practice has accomplished in public schools. There is a lack
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of literature on teacher voices and what they think about the practice. This research aims to
address that gap by allowing teachers to share their perspective on restorative practices. The goal
is to project teacher voices and to continue the conversation on restorative practices and
reforming school discipline policies. Public schools should be a home for children where they
accept each other for who they are regardless of socioeconomic status, the color of their skin, or
sexual orientation. We must take a stand on ensuring all children are treated fairly and that
teachers see students for who they really are: children that need direction and guidance.
Background of Study
The implementation of the seven cardinal principles were created to help schools address
a variety of issues in public education specifically addressing children and adolescent
development, how a student should act and how it should reflect society’s needs. Disciplinary
measures were used in public schools to ensure that students were taught these principles and
punished for their infractions. Through the years, punitive disciplinary measures were reinforced
to assure that teachers and administrators had power over students at all times. As the 1950s
approached, the youth culture was heavily influence by new social norms of sex, drugs, and rock
‘n’ roll. The inspiration was astonishing to the youth culture as public fear grew in spite of the
fact that the youth was out of control and needed to be redirected back into obedient children.
This brought additional punitive discipline consequences that involved expelling students from
school, cancelling school-based activities that students looked forward to, and continuing
corporal punishment. As drugs and gang violence increased in neighborhoods across the country,
the federal government stepped in to ensure that drugs and weapons did not enter public schools.
While corporal punishment was the main action taken by schools to discipline students, the
federal government stepped in and the U.S. Supreme Court ruling of 1977 gave states and public
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school the protection they needed to maintain supreme authority over their students by using
force when they deemed it necessary. The Gun Free Act of 1994 brought about more power and
autonomy for states and public schools in dealing with disobedient students. The act required
public schools, receiving funding from the federal government, to enact strict disciplinary
measures within the school district to deal with an array of student concerns, which include, but
not limited to, disobedient students, students brining weapons to school, student conflicts in
schools, student absences/tardiness, and much more. These strict new guidelines became known
as zero-tolerance policies. Many studies have shown that zero-tolerance policies have had a
negative effect of students and played a major role in increasing the school to prison pipeline
(Maxime, 2018). Kang-Brown et al. (2013) found that
for similar students attending similar schools, a single suspension or expulsion doubles
the risk that a student will repeat a grade. Being retained a grade, especially wile in
middle or high school, is one of the strongest predictors of dropping out. (p. 5)
The implementation of a zero-tolerance approach to discipline has not only led to a surge
in harsher disciplinary actions and policies, but also has led to a rise in policing students at
school (Council of State Governments Justice Center, 2014). According to the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights (2019), there is excessive use of exclusionary discipline that takes place in public
education, specifically students of color, minority students, and students with disabilities. These
students are enrolled in general educational programs with unmet academic goals, lack of
support services provided to them, and little to no teacher-student relationship. Monahan et al.
(2004) examined the connections between exclusionary discipline and the school-to-prison
pipeline. They found that students who are suspended or expelled from school were more than
twice as likely to be arrested during the same month of their suspension or expulsion from
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school. Other findings have suggested that these punitive approaches, such as zero-tolerance
policies, have led to increases in disciplinary actions, such as suspension, and have promulgated
the school to prison pipeline while exacerbating racial disparities in the delivery of punishing
consequences (Mallett, 2016). Disciplinary consequences often lead to students being suspended
and expelled from school which removes them from the classroom thus preventing them from
achieving their educational goals. Long-term studies show students who are often missing school
due to suspension or even expulsion, fail to complete high school and earn much less and are
more likely to be unemployed in the future then those who complete high school (Kang-Brown
et al., 2013). A study in Texas showed that a single suspension or expulsion from school tripled a
student’s likelihood to become involved in juvenile justice system in the following academic
year (Fabelo et al., 2011).
Many public schools rely on strong disciplinary measure to police students. The idea here
is that by using punitive disciplinary measures, such as zero-tolerance policies, punishing
students for their wrong doing will deter students from misbehaving again. Deterrence theory
argues that people don’t commit a crime because they are afraid of getting caught and facing the
consequences (Ontario Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services, 2016). If they are
caught, their appropriate punishment will make them think twice about committing another
crime. However, studies have shown that harsher punishments for deterring youth from crime is
ineffective (Bishop & Frazier, 2000; Doob & Cesaroni, 2004; Myers, 2001). There are many
children who go to school and bring a tremendous amount of baggage with them whether it is
socioeconomic in the sense that the child’s last meal was during lunch time of the pervious
school day, going home to abusive parents, bouncing from one shelter home to another, or
having a huge void of love and caring that every child needs. How can schools hold these
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students accountable if the child’s physiological state and their sense of safety, love, and
belonging are all missing from their lives? Zero-tolerance policies do not allow for a
conversation to take place to openly discuss why the student is misbehaving and if there is
anything bothering them. No reflection and/or support is provided to the student to show that
they are loved and wanted in the school, but the child is sent out of school with little to no
reflection and support.
Efforts were made by federal and state governments to move away from punitive
disciplinary and provide a more restorative approach to handling disobedient students. At the
same time, new disciplinary programs emerged—such as restorative practices—provided a better
opportunity to indirectly deal with the racial disparities of students with disabilities. Maxime
(2018) argued that adopting restorative practices provides students an opportunity to resolve their
conflicts with their peers and/or teachers in an effort to fix the problem and create a healthy
lasting relationship between the effected parties. Despite ongoing efforts from school
stakeholders and community members to re-evaluate school discipline policies and procedures,
zero-tolerance policies and corporal punishments are still legal and being used in several states
across the country.
Serving Society’s Needs
In 1918, the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education issued the
Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education. The commission realized that society was changing
and feared that the ideals of democracy were in danger. Thus, the seven cardinal principles were
created in an effort to preserve the ideals of democracy, focus on student attitudes/character, and
meet student goals (Department of the Interior, 1918). The objective was to create well-rounded
citizens to keep democracy alive. Their work in identifying objectives initially started in 1915
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(Raubinger, 1969). The cardinal report represented the end of a sequence of reports addressing
standardization of education, which began by the Committee of Ten report in the 1890s
(Kliebard, 2002). The commission was made up of 16 sub-committees who created and issued
reports based on the performance of schools and the curriculum via academic testing. The
commission maintained that “secondary education should be determined by the needs of the
society to be served, the character of the individuals to be educated, and the knowledge of
educational theory and practice available” (Department of the Interior, 1918, p. 7). The focus of
education thus turned to support the following main objectives: (a) health, (b) command of
fundamental processes, (c) worthy home-membership, (d) vocation, (e) citizenship, (f) worthy
use of leisure, and (g) ethical character. According to the commission, in order for all seven
objectives to be achieved, they must be taught in a cross-disciplinary manner given that they are
interrelated. Students must buy in to these principles and have ethical character (honesty,
integrity, and trust) so the learning can take place. The Department of the Interior and Bureau of
Education (1918) provided a brief overview of what each educational objective entails. The
following selected quotes address each of these objectives:
● Health: “The secondary school should therefore provide health instruction, inculcate
health habits, organize an effective program of physical activities, regard health needs in
planning work and play, and cooperate with home and community in safe-guarding and
promoting health interests” (p. 11).
● Command of fundamental processes: “Throughout the secondary school, instruction and
practice must go hand in hand. Only so much theory should be taught at any one time as
will show results in practice” (pp. 11-12).
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● Worthy home-membership: “The objective calls for the development of qualities that
make the individual a worthy member of a family, both contributing to and driving
benefit from that membership” (p. 12).
● Vocation: “Equip the individual to secure a livelihood for himself and those dependent
on him, to serve society well through his vocation, to maintain the right relationships
toward his fellow workers and society and, as far as possible, to find in that vocation his
own best development” (p. 13).
● Civic education: “Develop in the individual those qualities whereby he will act well his
part as a member of neighborhood town or city, State, and Nation, and give him a basis
for understanding international problems” (p. 13).
● Worthy use of leisure: “Education should equip the individual to secure form his leisure
the re-creation of body, mind, and spirit, and the enrichment and enlargement of his
personality” (p. 15).
● Ethical character: “In a democratic society ethical character becomes paramount among
the objectives of the secondary school. Among the means for developing ethical
character may be mentioned the wise selection of content and methods of instruction in
all subjects of study” (pp. 15-16).
One of the major impacts the report had on society was the change in mindset regarding
who can attend high school. The prevailing view at the time was that high school was a school
for the elite who were educated through standard subjects (Martin, 1980). The implementation of
the cardinal principles made school a place for all youth whose education was to include every
area of human concern, except religion (Martin, 1980). From the inception of the cardinal
principles until the 1970s, schools accepted the responsibility for an all-inclusive view of the
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purposes of education and obligations they have to students. Some scholars argue that the burden
that fell on schools was due to the ending of World War I—in part, to instill and protect the
ideals of democracy in the United States. Other progressive reforms were taking place at this
time in the United States, such as child labor laws (1938), which prohibited the employment of
children in factories, thus allowing high schools to continuously grow through the years as more
children entered high school instead of the workplace.
By the 1950s, Lawrence Cremin (1955) wrote a report criticizing the cardinal
principles—which led to sharp criticism and rejection from school critics and educational
scholars. Edward Krug (1969) was another prominent critic of the principles, and in his
argument, he maintained that the cardinal principles were a manifesto of social efficiency and
control. By implementing the seven cardinal principles, schools undertook a massive burden that
staff were not trained for nor did they have the resources they needed to implement practices
with fidelity. By the 1960s a growing concern regarding violence, drugs, sex, and racial
discrimination was looming in public education. According to Martin (1980), there were
powerful agents contradicting public education ideals and practices that heavily influenced
school-aged children. These agents included movies, radio, private and public agencies,
magazines, and the press (Martin, 1980). The fundamental question for public education became
how can public schools shape student ideals and behaviors that warranted good citizenship when
other powerful agents within society were contradicting those norms?
Adolescent Obedience
Within the implementation of the seven cardinal principles in public schools,
administrators and teachers used any means necessary in order to ensure school children learned
and adopted the objectives (Katz, 2016). By the 1950s, youth culture became heavily influenced
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by the shift in social culture which involved music, movies, and literature. Rock ‘n’ roll swept
the nation in the 1950s and heavily influenced youth culture (Katz, 2016). Sexual connotations,
rebellious behavior, vulgar language, high school sweethearts, and wild parties were all
expressed in rock ‘n’ roll and were seen as influencing teenage behavior. Public fear that kids
were out of control lead to warnings of a crisis of juvenile delinquency (Katz, 2016). In 1955, a
Hollywood film called The Blackboard Jungle stoked these anxieties by depicting the public fear
of teenage recklessness and what society would be like if the crisis was not addressed.
The youth culture began to depict their sense of identity through rock ‘n’ roll, which led
to unacceptable behavior—foul language, being disrespectful, and being sexually active
(Czerhoniak, 2013). Public schools quickly took action by canceling school dances, banning rock
‘n’ roll music from school, and—in addition to using corporal punishment—expelling students
from school (Czerhoniak, 2013). In 1977, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that corporal
punishment was constitutional, leaving states to decide whether to allow it or not (Gershoff &
Font, 2016). While corporal punishment existed and was carried out prior to the court ruling of
1977, the ruling gave states autonomy on when and how they could physically discipline
students (Carson, 2018). Corporal punishment is still used today in 19 states (Alabama,
Arkansas, Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Missouri, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and
Wyoming).
The idea of corporal punishment being used to redirect undesired behavior is not a new
idea. This is a primitive view that is still used today in our criminal justice system and public
schools. Foucault (1995) argued that employing public torture and execution for crimes
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committed served two purposes: the first to show the crime and the second to show the sovereign
power that mastered it (p. 93).
For schools, corporal punishment focused on disciplining students for bad behavior, lack
of academic progress and a form of humiliation to ensure students don’t make the same mistakes.
When the one-room country schoolhouse was around, teachers relied exclusively on corporal
punishment to ensure learning was taking place and maintain order in the classroom (Finkelstein,
1989). Arrangements of several punishment tools, like whips, birch, and quinces, were on
display for students see in an effort to remind them what happens when they get out of line. If
students misbehaved, didn’t do their homework, or didn’t know the answer to a question the
teacher asked, they were punished. Finkelstein (1989) wrote that between the 1860s and 1870s a
failing student would be sent to the front to stand and face the pupils until his memory returned
(p. 98). The goal was to induce learning through the use of corporal punishment and humiliation.
Corporal punishment is defined as the use of physical force with the purpose of causing a
child to experience pain in order to correct their misbehavior (Straus, 2001). With parents,
corporal punishment at home tends to be spanking a child with an open hand (Zolotor et al.,
2008). However, in schools, a teacher and/or an administrator may use a wooden board and/or
paddle to strike the buttocks of students (Gershoff & Font, 2016). The Texas Education Code
(2013) specifies corporal punishment as “the deliberate infliction of physical pain by hitting,
paddling, spanking, slapping, or any other physical force used as a means of discipline” (p. 1).
Students may be disciplined for an array of behaviors. Some discipline may be in response to
major offenses while others are considered minor. For example, some students are paddled for
fighting with other students, bringing or using alcohol in schools, and/or setting fireworks off in
school (Human Rights Watch & the ACLU, 2008). Others could be paddled for minor things like
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being late to class, not completing the homework, sleeping in class, or laughing in the hallways
(North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, 2015).
Recent studies on corporal punishment in public schools show alarming numbers of racial
disparities (Walker, 2016). Of the 19 states that allow corporal punishment in public schools,
African American boys are 51% more likely to get hit than White students (Walker, 2016).
Children with disabilities are also at a high risk for corporal punishment. As Walker (2016)
highlighted, students with disabilities are 50% more likely to get hit than their classmates
without disabilities in 67% of districts in Alabama, 44% in Arkansas, 46% in Mississippi, and
36% in Tennessee. Despite these disparities, corporal punishment continues to be used as a form
of discipline today.
Growing Trend for Criminalization of Youth
From the 1970s and into the 1990s, public school districts began to see a major increase
in school violence—in particular, gang violence and school shootings. By the 1980s, a growing
concern regarding drug use in America swept the nation. The crack epidemic of the 1980s
brought about a miniature arms race which increased the number of firearms—both legal and
illegal—and put them in the hands of gangs (Williams, 2017). Gangs grew in numbers, both out
of protective measures and for hostile takeovers. Between 1984 and 1989, the homicide rate for
African American males aged 14 to 17 more than doubled (Williams, 2017). Neighborhoods,
mostly populated African American and minorities, were the hardest hit communities of the
“crack epidemic.” These neighborhoods began to deteriorate over the years, and those who could
afford to get out left the neighborhood, leaving it to crumble (Williams, 2017).
By the early 1990s, a sequence of school shootings centered America’s attention on the
problem of school violence. Mumford High School in Detroit, Michigan, became one of the first
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public schools in the United States install metal detectors to improve school safety between 1989
and 1990 (Sass, 2020). Soon after, various public schools across the country followed suit and
added metal detectors in their school districts. A panel appointed by President Reagan called for
the return of “good old-fashioned discipline,” warning teachers that schools have become
hazardous places to teach (Weisman, 1983, p. 26). In 1994, President Bill Clinton signed the
Gun-Free Schools Act. In January of 1995, zero-tolerance policies came into effect in Michigan
because of the growing fears expressed by the public to address school safety (Dunbar &
Villaruel, 2002). While the zero-tolerance policies, according to Congress, were intended to
focus on criminal behavior of students (i.e., bringing a gun to school), states adopted additional
measures for the purpose of school safety. Michigan extended the zero-tolerance policies to
include daggers, dirks, stilettos, knives with blades over 3 inches, pocket knives, iron bars, or
brass knuckles (Advance Project/Civil Rights Project, 2000). Other factors such as drugs
entering schools were of concern to Congress. Thus, schools extended zero-tolerance policies to
include suspension or expulsion from school for possession of drugs, including aspirin or
Tylenol (Ayers et al., 2001).
Zero-Tolerance Policies
In the 1980s, zero-tolerance was first documented as governmental policies that were
designed to reflect guaranteed punishment (Schoonover, 2009). The New Jersey police
department was the first to enact a zero-tolerance policy to counteract the disorderly behavior by
citizens within the city. The assumption behind the policy was that rebellious behavior was a
“precursor to more serious crimes” (Potts et al., 2003, p. 2). In 1983, the U.S. Navy had adopted
its zero-tolerance policy with service members due to the abuse of illegal drugs (Robbins, 2008).
Three years later, under the supervision of U.S. Attorney Peter Nuñez of San Diego, zero-
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tolerance became the official name of a drug program after a sea craft transporting drugs into the
country was impounded (Schoonover, 2009). This program sparked national attention, and in
1988, the US Attorney General Edwin Meese replicated the program, making it the official
movement for the country on the fight against drugs. Public school boards and administrators
began to take notice of the governmental zero-tolerances policies and began to adopt their own to
reflect school discipline matters. In 1994, under the Clinton administration, a new federal law
was passed that required schools to adopted discipline policies that reflected zero-tolerance. This
was the Gun-Free School Act of 1994. The act states,
Each State receiving Federal funds under any title of this Act shall have in effect a State
law requiring local educational agencies to expel from school for a period of not less than
1 year a student who is determined to have brought a firearm to a school, or to have
possessed a firearm at a school, under the jurisdiction of local educational agencies in
that State, except that such State law shall allow the chief administering officer of a local
educational agency to modify such expulsion requirement for a student on a case-by-case
basis if such modification is in writing. (U.S. Department of Education, 1994)
The Gun-Free School Act was reauthorized in 2001 under Section 4141 of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA) and is still enforced today.
Zero-tolerance can be understood as “the policy or practice of not tolerating undesirable
behavior, such as violence or illegal drug use, with the automatic imposition of severe penalties
even for first offenses” (Potts et al., 2003, p. 16). This definition leaves the interpretation of
undesirable behavior in the hands of school districts to decide what constitutes as a zerotolerance offense. All schools, by state law, are required to have a student code of conducts
manual for parents and students to outline disciplinary actions and other prohibited behavior
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based on a district’s policies. A major criticism of this approach to student codes of conduct is
that they are often ambiguous and outdated.
Skiba and Peterson (1999) proposed that the initial drive behind the implementation of
zero-tolerance policies was the fear of drugs and violence entering the nation’s schools. Worry
about increasing drug use and the horror of arbitrary acts of violence in school resulted in a drive
to take action and employ a “get tough” attitude, such as zero-tolerance (Heaney & Michela,
1999). However, the debates surrounding zero-tolerance policies have been brought to light their
dubious effectiveness in making schools safer. Other criticism surrounding zero-tolerance
policies focuses on the ways in which these policies resonate strongly with penitentiary practices
that point to a move from treating children as social investments to viewing them as a “threat to
security, demanding control, surveillance, and punishment” (Giroux, 2001, p. 16). For example,
Michie (2000)—a journalist exploring how zero-tolerance policies work in schools—observed a
school principal who was meeting with parents about the schools zero-tolerance policy. The
principal told perspective parents, “When you read it over (referencing the ‘zero-tolerance
agreement’), you’ll see that it’s a first-strike-you’re-out situation. That means first offense—no
discussion, no excuses. With all the school shootings lately, we just don’t want to take any
chances” (p. 1). The idea behind the school’s zero-tolerance policies was attributed to the
ongoing violence in schools around the country.
There have been many positions published by prominent scholars regarding zerotolerance and its role in schools. Robbins (2008) argued that zero-tolerance permits schools to
elude students from the fourth amendment (unreasonable searches and seizures) and fourteenth
amendments (protection of individual rights) to the U.S. Constitution. Other scholars argue that
zero-tolerance policies are being used intentionally to kick low-achieving students out in an
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effort to increase national and state assessments scores (Schoonover, 2009). Giroux (2001)
argued that due to a lack of funding for social services, oppressive policies such as zero-tolerance
have become the primary means to discipline youth and contain opposition. Zero-tolerance
policies have generated a tremendous amount controversy regarding the effectiveness of
disciplining students and making schools safer. Schools, as mentioned earlier, took it upon
themselves to extend zero-tolerance policies to include student misbehaving, harboring weapons
(including toy guns), and circulating drugs (including over-the-counter drugs). Local police and
security guards were hired within local school districts to be in the hallways to police students.
Metal detectors were purchased and installed at entry doors to screen students as they come into
school. Some schools went as far as to purchase computer software to profile students who
might exhibit criminal behavior (Moore, 2000). Schools were spending millions of dollars to
upgrade their security instead of investing in educational programs, such as, improving early
childhood programs, adding more highly qualified teachers in their building, and/or repairing
deteriorating school buildings within the local district (Giroux, 2003).
Punitive School Discipline and Disproportionality
Starting in the 2000-2001 school year, the U.S. Department of Education and the Office
of Civil Rights (2014) required all public school districts to track rates on school suspensions,
dropouts, and graduation—all disaggregated by race/ethnicity, sex, and disability. This action
was taken due to research indicating that certain subgroups within race/ethnicity, sex, and
disability were subject to unequal treatment given their level of representation in the general
population. The representation of any group of people at a rate higher than in the general
population has been defined as disproportionate representation, or disproportionality (Blumstein,
1982). These data on representation were used by the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) to monitor
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and enforce equal educational opportunity laws. The U.S Department of Education Office for
Civil Rights (2014) compiled the data that presented the total number of out-of-school
suspension and expulsion rates for 2009-2010. This data represented 42 million students in about
72,000 schools. According to the data, 3,727,285 students were suspended (out of school) for a
least one or more days in 2009-2010. Of those 3,727,285 students, 38.2% were Caucasian,
35.3% were African American, and 23.8% were Hispanic. Also represented in this study were
expulsion (being kicked out of school and unable return to the district). Of the 72,135 students
that were expelled in 2009-2010 school year, 41.5% were African American, 32.9% were
Caucasian, and 23.9% were Hispanic. In 2011-2012, the expulsion and suspension rate increased
at a rate of 32-42% from the previous school year. Given the disproportionate rates or suspension
and expulsion, African American students were clearly overrepresented in disciplinary actions
during the 2009-2010 school year.
Some scholars argue that school discipline policies are biased and intentionally
interpreted in a way that disadvantages to minority children. Marxist and critical theorists have
published and addressed how biased systems contribute to school violence (Casella, 2001, 2003).
A child’s experience in his/her life greatly impacts their development and ultimately on they
cope and deal with violence. Fundamentally, how a child interprets violence is shaped by their
experiences and the culture in which they are raised. Poverty and homelessness can play a
significant role in a child’s development that could lead to lashing out through violence. Duncan
and Brooks-Gunn (2000) found that poor children are two times more likely to experience a
violent crime than those who are not in poverty. One can assume then that poor and underresourced neighborhoods are exposed to more violent incidents that can in turn effect a child’s
experiences that he or she later replicate on other children.
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The Effectiveness of Zero-tolerance Policies
Despite the legislative mandate for zero-tolerance policies in schools, the effectiveness of
this policy has not been proved (Casella, 2001, 2003; Skiba, 2004). Skiba (2004) argued that the
essential expectations of zero-tolerance have never been achieved. Many schools interpreted the
legislation to focus only on the disciplinary features and failed to implement prevention
programs. Casella (2001, 2003) studied the effectiveness of zero-tolerance policies among urban
students and asserted that minority students were at a disadvantage as a result of this kind of
policy. Casella (2001) stated:
For some, zero-tolerance adds another risk factor to lives that are already overburdened
with risk factors. Although some students may have the support and know-how to
wrangle and maneuver their way back to success after an expulsion or suspension, other
students cannot. (p. 881)
Students who experience disproportionate suspension and expulsion are more likely to
become part of the school to prison pipeline (Fenning & Rose, 2007). Fine (1991) examined the
issues of school to prison pipeline and made a connection between students who are expelled
from high school being more likely to enter the prison system—especially if they come from
poor neighborhoods. She noted that this connection may have been that due to the lack of
support the school provided these young boys or girls, the lack of interest in school, lack of
connection between the school and student, and/or the lack of controlling institutional racism.
Reform Needed
Teasley (2014) critiqued the use of zero-tolerance policies in schools. After a 10-year
study conducted by the American Psychological Association, it was determined that the use of
punitive disciplinary measures in schools did not improve school safety. Teasley (2014) provided
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studies suggesting that zero-tolerance policies have had negative effects on student behaviors and
have increased the likelihood that students will continue to engage in negative behavior in the
future. He argued that schools need to completely remove zero-tolerance policies and require all
schools to adopt a restorative justice approach. The goal for schools should be to create strong
school community and relationships between staff and students. To do this, a school must have a
strong school culture. A school’s culture can be defined as traditions, beliefs, policies, and norms
within a school that can be shaped, enhanced, and maintained through the school’s principal and
teacher-leaders (Short & Greer, 1997). School culture is not fixed. It is constantly being
constructed and formed through relations with community, parents, and students and through
images of the generation. To heal and reconstruct a school culture, a restorative pedagogy that
allows for inclusion and reconciliation must be developed. Such pedagogy that has been
implemented is known as restorative practices.
Rise of Restorative Practices
By the 21st century, educational reform focused on school discipline and new ways of
looking at disciplinary policies that step away from favoring incarceration. Emphasizing the
importance of fostering positive relationships with students, establishing healthy school climates,
and helping students learn from their mistakes has been the forefront for 21st century
education—a pedagogy known as restorative practices, a term derived from restorative justice.
Restorative practices are used to address discipline problems at schools in a manner where
students are brought together with a facilitator to reflect on the behavior and get to the origin of
the problem and solve it. The roots of restorative practices can be found in the New Zealand
justice system and its use of restorative justice. Restorative practices are used in schools all over
the country. Restorative practices are based on the ground principals of trust, responsibility, and
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respect. It is a way of being and focuses on developing a school culture conducive to students
solving and resolving their own issues. Zaslaw (2010) identified four goals to restorative
practices. The first is that within restorative practices a specific discipline violation is always
addressed. The second is that within restorative practices empathy for the victims who were hurt
is developed within the victimizer. The third goal is that it holds students accountable for their
actions. Finally, restorative practices involve the school community who does not accept excuses
for violence.
Think about it this way: What would happen to two students who got into a fistfight at
school? Under zero-tolerance policies both students could be detained and arrested by a school
police officer, both students would probably end up at a juvenile detention center that same day,
and both students would be suspended for multiple days—if not expelled from school. Under
restorative practices, these students would be put in safe place within the school building to calm
down. Once calm, the two students would hold ongoing peer mediation sessions run by staff to
de-escalate the situation between them both. This would help them understand why they are both
wrong and learn how to cope and deal with conflicts. Furthermore, asking a student to face
another student who they have affected increases the intensity of the negative emotion from the
experience. The most obvious of the emotional experience by students is shame.
A strategy within restorative practices that is commonly used is called restorative circles.
Restorative circles allow students to build relationships, improve their speaking skills, and have a
chance to self-reflect in an effort to learn from their behavior. Bhandari (2018) looked at the use
of restorative circles in the New York Public Schools. He provided a first-hand account of
students sharing their stories through a restorative circle. Students were able to tell their accounts
and share what was bothering them without persecution. These circles allow other students to
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experience the world in a different way. Through the use of storytelling within the restorative
circles, students and teachers were able to build strong community relations within the district
and accept each other for who they are. This helped lower tensions between students and built a
more accepting school culture.
In Chapter Two, I will consider the rise of restorative practices and its effect on public
schools. I will provide an in-depth analysis and literature review on restorative practices in order
to provide a clear distinction from zero-tolerance policies, provide case study findings from
schools across the nation who have implemented school wide restorative approach to discipline,
and lay the foundation for my dissertation research on restorative practices.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Our nation’s legal and school systems have profoundly shaped our thinking about justice,
punishment for wrongdoing, and what constitutes misbehavior. In its current form, both the legal
and school systems primarily use a disciplinary approach that focuses on punishment rather than
rehabilitation. The emergence of restorative justice has helped provide an alternative to punitive
measures. Focusing on the offender, the victim, and the community, restorative justices provides
an alternative way of dealing with crime that focuses on rehabilitation. Public schools across the
country have adopted restorative approaches as an alternative to suspension in an effort to help
students learn from their mistakes and to keep students in school. In this chapter, I will focus on
the emergence of restorative justice and its impact in the criminal justice and public-school
systems.
What Is Restorative Justice?
Restorative justice is a theory of justice that focuses on restoring the harm caused by
criminal behavior (Centre for Justice and Reconciliation, 2020). To accomplish this goal,
restorative justice uses a cooperative process that allows the criminal and the victim to come
together to meet and for the criminal to make amends with the victim. As highlighted by the
Centre for Justice and Reconciliation (2020), the fundamental principles to restorative justice are
as follows:
● Crime causes harm and justice should focus on repairing that harm.
● The people most affected by the crime should be able to participate in its resolution.
● The responsibility of the government is to maintain order and [the responsibility] of
the community to build peace. (para. 4)
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Restorative justice is alternative way of thinking about crime and the response to destructive or
harmful behavior. There are three big ideas within restorative justice:
(1) repair: crime causes harm and justice requires repairing that harm; (2) encounter: the best
way to determine how to do that is to have the parties decide together; and (3) transformation:
this can cause fundamental changes in people, relationships and communities. (Center for Justice
and Reconciliation, 2020, para. 2)
Our current justice and school systems focus on punishment in the name of retribution.
Restorative justice, by contrast, focuses on healing and rehabilitation (Umbreit, 2001). The
practice engages both victim and offender to take the opportunity to become part of a solution to
learn from the negative behavior (i.e., the crime that has been committed). As Umbreit (2001)
argued, the goal for these meetings is to allow offenders to take accountability for their actions
and help victims heal and move beyond their distress and sense of vulnerability. One key note to
keep in mind is that restorative justice is not just about mediation or forgiveness. There should be
no pressure on the victim to forgive their offender. Restorative justice can provide a context in
which this might happen, but it is not forced on anyone. The term mediation can also be
misleading. As Zehr (2003) argued, the term mediation assumes that parties are on a level moral
playing field and that there is shared blame and they need to meet to resolve the issues. In most
cases, this is not true with restorative justice. There has been an adoption within restorative
justice language that replaced the term meditation to conferencing or restorative circles. The
practice of conferencing or restorative circles allows each participant an equal opportunity to
speak and be heard with no interruptions and judgement (Isenberg, 2019). In his description of
restorative justice, Sharpe (1998) stated:
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Restorative justice reflects a belief that justice should to the greatest degree possible, do
five things: invite full participation and consensus, heal what has been broken, seek full
and direct accountability, reunite what has been divided, and strengthen the community to
prevent further harms. (p. 16)
Defining Justice
What is justice? A simple term, justice carries a convoluted history and partisan politics,
immersed in philosophy, government, and divinity. People of all cultures have some
understanding of right and wrong based on their cultural upbringings. Today, the term justice is
being called into question with movements like Black Lives Matter, who are calling out local,
state, and the federal governments and related agencies for racial injustice. Still, the very
existence of the term justice is arbitrary given definition by those in authority or power to do so.
Historically speaking, the idea of justice has been around since the creation on man, according to
holy scripture. The Holy Quran (Book of Islam) speaks to justice from both a passionate
submission to Islam and Allah (God) and punishment. The holy Quran was God’s direct words
revealed through the Angel Gibrael, to the final Prophet, Muhammad (AS; Why Islam, 2017). In
the chapter, Justice, Retribution, and Mercy (Solomon & Murphy, 2000), of the Quran, Allah
(God) states:
As to the thief.
Male or female.
Cut off his or her hands:
A punishment by way
Of example, from God
For their crime:
And God is Exalted in Power.
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But if the thief repent
After his crime,
And amend his conduct,
God turneth to him
In Forgiveness; For God
Is Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful. (p. xx)
Other influential philosophers and poets gave their own definition of justice. Aristotle gives
various definitions of justice in his lecture notes, Nicomachean Ethics (ca. 322BC) that focus on
justice from a state of character, a cultivated set of dispositions, attitudes, and good habits
(Solomon & Murphy, 2000 p. 35).
In Plato’s The Republic, an analysis of the notion of justice was given in direct reference
to an individual and a city. His main argument was that, in both cases, justice consists of an
appropriate balance of harmony between different parts of the whole (Dahl, 1991). The
individual should be shielded by reason and not desires or passion. In the city, everyone should
perform the social role to which they are matched for, either governing, protecting, or producing.
The model of justice in a political community, in Plato’s The Republic, was one in which a city
would be ruled by an elite group of philosophers who were competent to govern in the best
interest of the community (Dahl, 1991). Justice, to Plato, emphasized on moral virtual or arete
(Greek, meaning excellen of any kind). He argued that each person should live life on the basis
of righteousness and be guided by wisdom. Only then can someone by living their best life. Plato
argues, “Of all the things of a man’s soul which he has within him, justice is the greatest good
and injustice the greatest evil. To do injustice is the greatest of all evils” (p. 131).
Homer shows us what justice looks like in his poem, Iliad, defining justice as a means for
punishment and vengeance between Agamemnon and Apollo. In prevailing cultural views of
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justice from around the world, it is often understood that if you break the law you get punished
for it. In the United States, the Scale of Justice (blindfolded lady holding a scale and sword) is a
symbol that “justice is blind.” That everyone has a fair and equal administration of the law. If a
person breaks the law, they are jailed (or at times out on bail), and then brought to court to face a
jury that ultimately decides whether that person is guilty or not based upon evidence that is
presented. If the person was found guilty of their crimes, then justice is served according to the
justice system. In this scenario, justice serves as a punishment for crimes or wrong doings that
are committed. However, after justice is served, does justice allow for redemption or onboarding
to help people reintegrate into society? Or is justice a stereotype used to separate the human
race? The good people versus the bad people as determined by the justice system?
The idea behind justice in restorative justice is to provide a chance for the offenders to
internally reconcile through forgiveness, easing the threat of retaliation. This will also allow the
victim’s respect to be restored with the offender. Justice will look different for the offender, the
victim, and the community. Zehr (2003) focused on these differences in the following manner:
victims’ need for justice, offenders’ need for justice, and community’s need for justice. Victims’
need for justice focuses on reparation for the wrong doing or injury along with the offender
explaining why it happened. Offenders’ need for justice entails the offender taking accountability
for their actions and encouraging meaningful empathy for the victim they hurt. Community need
for justice looks at the broader picture and how the offender not only hurt a victim, but the
community as a whole. Through rehabilitation, the community gains an assurance that the crime
will not be repeated.
As highlighted above, justice is about addressing needs (of the victim, offender, and
community) after a crime has taken place—rather than focusing on the punishment. These needs
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allow for all parties that were affected by the unwanted behavior or crime to focus on making the
community healthy or whole again. Restorative justice provides a new way to look at justice
within the theory and practice on crime. As the current judicial system shows, there is a sense of
injustice given the punitive framework that is used for consequences. For example, when a crime
is committed, punishment is handed down based upon the level of crime committed. Little to no
attention is given on rehabilitation or counseling for the individual who broke the law. There is
little to no chance for an offender to regain empowerment prior to re-integrating into the
community given that no attention has been paid to help the offender learn from their mistakes
and regain a sense of pride to reintegrate themselves back into society after they get out of jail.
Adopting restorative justice practices can provide a real structure for addressing justice issues
within a conflict as it focuses on the needs of all—the offender, the victim, and the community.
Emergence of Restorative Justice in Criminology
By the 1960s, the idea of dealing with crime in the United States drew criticism.
Walgrave et al. (1993) argued that the criminal justice system was a labelling machine in the best
interest of the powerful and wealthy. By the end of the 20th century, an emphasis on the victim
and the claims of the victim added even more complexity to the field of criminology (Young,
1997). By the 1970s, the emergence of restorative justice allowed for a potential alternative to
dealing with crime that was more responsive to the needs of the victim, the offender(s), and
community. Various scholars within the field of criminology agree that solely relying on punitive
approaches to crime adds to the problem that it seeks to resolve, given the animosity the offender
builds up given that they are thrown in a cell and forgotten about. Despite the recommendations
to utilize a more restorative approach to dealing with crime, federal, state, and local governments
took a tougher viewpoint on crime based in large part to the broken window theory. This theory,
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written by Kelling and Wilson (1982), argued that neighborhoods with visible signs of decay and
disorder (i.e., broken windows, graffiti, and drug use) should be addressed by mass policing
streets, which in theory would stop bigger crimes from happening. Criticism quickly grew about
the theory. Harcourt and Ludwig (2005) argued that many new punitive practices grew out of
broken window theory such as, stop and frisk, which encourage police officers to stop and frisk
any person on the street that looked suspicious. Even more demeaning was that the practice of
stop and frisk targeted young black and Hispanic men. In 2013, the practice of stop and frisk
became unconstitutional (Vedantam et al., 2016). It was clear a new paradigm was needed in
criminology to address crime.
Restorative justice provides a more effective response in acknowledging and addressing
the crime with the offender, as opposed to a punitive approach, because it allows for dialogue
and reflection on the crime, which helps the offender understand that they did wrong, who they
hurt, and alternative ways to dealing with future problems if they find themselves in a similar
situation (Fattah, 2000; Garland, 2001; Walgrave et al., 2003). While restorative justice is an
alternative to punitive discipline measures in criminology, it does not do away with the public
justice system—rather, it represents an alternative to thinking that all crimes need to be dealt
with via punishment. The key to restorative justice in research and in practice is to keep a clear
vision that restorative justice is an alternative to punishment and not an alternative punishment
(Walgrave et al., 2003). Sparks (1997) argued that criminologists must act as “players”
collaborating with various restorative justice experiments and practices in the criminal justice
context and remain “floaters” at the same time in order to maintain the difficulties of restorative
justice thinking (p. 424).
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Early forms of restorative justices came to police stations in the 1970s—specifically
where warnings are used as a response to a juvenile crime that was committed. In courtrooms
around the world, restorative justice is progressively more visible as attorneys and judges make
use of it with the help of probation officers. Prisons have also implemented restorative justice in
an attempt to repair victim-offender relationships and other conflict resolution. As the Centre for
Justice & Reconciliation (2020) highlighted, victims are central to restorative justice but most
programs—both in the justice system and public schools—take place in the setting of the
offender-centered criminal justice system.
Restorative Justice in Public Schools
The emergence of restorative justice in the New Zealand school system has led to
fundamental shift in the way schools handle discipline (Ryan & Ruddy, 2016). Restorative
justice in schools is a paradigm shift within education. This model of dealing with disciplinary
issues in schools is a valued-based approach which allows for a balanced focus on the offender,
victim, and community. Ryan and Ruddy (2016) argued that there are two central themes to
restorative justice: community and relationships. If schools put community and relationships
ahead of their curriculum demands, then the entire curriculum will positively balance a healthy
school culture. School-based restorative justice in the United States has evolved rapidly since
1990s (Gonzalez, 2012, 2016). Once a pilot program in schools across the United States,
restorative justice has become a popular approach with a diverse set of practices and strategies to
respond to the needs of a school community. Restorative justice is an alternative to dealing with
discipline that focused on repairing harm through inclusive processes that engage all
stakeholders (Safir, 2016). When implemented with fidelity, restorative justice shifts the focus of
discipline from punishment of the individual to learning and community (Safir, 2016). Prior to
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restorative justice making its way into public schools, school discipline was dealt with in a
punitive measure: Students get in trouble and school administration suspends the student. The
issue with that approach is that schools fail to deal with the root cause of the behavior (why the
student got in trouble in the first place) and shows a clear gap in relationships at school between
the student and staff. Safir (2016) highlighted four key steps to implementing restorative justice
with fidelity:
1. Intentionally create a community that is anchored in shared values: provide a
common language for all stakeholders in the school district to understand the
expectations are for everyone. Use cores values like: respect, integrity, courage, and
humility.
2. Make participation in the community a requirement, not an option: the school district
needs to set these guidelines in place to ensure students know that their opinion
matters and you want to hear what they have to say, regardless whether its negative or
positive.
3. Model and teach your community values: schools can implement character education
on a monthly basis to highlight students who modeled the shared values. Staff and
administration need to ensure to model the behavior they want out of students at all
times and share some of their experience on how they approached intense matters and
upheld the shared values within the district.
4. Enforce the values and be willing to hold students accountable: there must be ‘felt’
consequences along with opportunities to salvage and learn from mistakes students
make. Students are not immune from suspensions and at times administrators may
have to suspend students. (pp. 1-3)
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As schools across the country began adopting restorative justice, terms and practices associated
with restorative justice have also evolved. Currently, the most commonly used terms for schoolbased restorative justice include restorative interventions (Anyon et al., 2016), restorative
practices (Kidde, 2017), restorative discipline (Armour, 2016), and restorative justice (Gonzalez,
2012). There is no universal definition of restorative approaches in schools, but scholarly
consensus is grounded in indigenous traditions that emphasize interconnectedness and
relationality to promote the well-being of all community members (Amstutz & Mullet, 2014).
While school policy statements, training materials, and adopted practices reflect variations based
on localized context, a set of core values and frameworks exists (Kiddie, 2017). Morrison and
Vaandering’s (2012) research clearly highlight this idea:
The broad aim of restorative justice is for educational policy and practice to be more
responsive and restorative to the needs and concerns of the school community… Thus,
what has evolved in schools adopting a restorative justice framework is a clearer
awareness of the social and emotional foundation of the paradigm, specifically that
human beings are relational and justice is understood broadly as honoring the inherent
worth of all and is enacted through relationship. (p. 140)
The criminal justice system and schools are not similar. With the use of restorative justice
in the criminal justice system, there is not necessarily a relationship between the wrongdoer and
the wronged. In schools, relationships are central. The structure of a school’s culture is based on
social interaction between students and staff, both constructive and destructive. Restorative
justice does not take any account of the history or embedded relations between the teacher and
student, the adult and child, and the school and home (McCluskey et al., 2008). It does not
address the particular risks for both sides if the relationships are challenged (McCluskey et al.,
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2008). Thus, the formal use of restorative justice is not fit for schools in its criminal justice
format. Restorative justice is used as an approach to discuss harm and engage members of
society who have been impacted by criminal activity.
The application of restorative justice principles in education is seen as an opportunity to
engage educational communities in community buildings, address harm, and provide an avenue
for humane and productive healing and reintegration of individuals who may have been asked to
leave the school community. Justice in the context of an educational settings does not necessarily
produce justice (or even seek to do so) and is likely to be applied differently than in a criminal
justice system setting and is more akin to what one finds in aboriginal justice and dispute
resolution settings. However, the history of restorative justice has offered key characteristics that
helped develop practices in schools. These characteristics include using a fair discipline process,
recognizing of rights, promoting restoration instead of retribution, developing empathy, valuing
other people’s views, expressing feelings and exchanging views, and understanding the
importance of language in addressing conflict (McCluskey et al., 2008; McGrath, 2004). These
key aspects were developed and implemented in schools and have come to be known as
restorative practices (McCluskey et al., 2008; McGrath, 2004). Such practices could
unequivocally improve upon punitive approaches—such as zero-tolerance—while producing a
more dialogic and nurturing school environment aimed at building relationships between
students and staff.
Emergence of Restorative Practices
According to the International Institute for Restorative Practices (2015), restorative
practices focus on strengthening relationships between individuals as well as social connections
within communities. Just as children need food, shelter, and clothing, they need strong
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meaningful relationships to thrive. Within a school district, restorative practices aim to increase
school safety and a sense of belonging, resulting in improved student behavior, less bullying, and
less school violence by fostering stable school communities and nurturing teacher/student
rapport and trust.
By the 2010s, educational reform focused on school discipline and new ways of looking
at disciplinary policies that step away from favoring punitive approaches (Bhandari 2018; High
2017; Hulvershorn & Mulholland, 2018; Silverman & Mee, 2018). A focus on the importance on
fostering positive relationships with students, establishing healthy school climates, and helping
students learn from their mistakes led to the development a pedagogy known as restorative
practices—this term being derived from restorative justice. Restorative practices are used to deal
with discipline problems at schools in a way that brings students together with a facilitator to
reflect on the behavior, get to the origin of the problem, and to solve it. The roots of restorative
practices are found in restorative justice. The philosophy governing restorative practices aims to
develop community and to manage conflict by repairing harm and building relationships. The
approach is both proactive and reactive. Schools that only use the reactive without building
social capital beforehand are less successful than those that also employ its proactive elements
(Davey, 2007). Tomkins (1991) argued that human relationships are best and healthiest when
there is freedom of emotion—minimizing the negative and maximizing the positive, but allowing
for free expression. It is within the mutual exchange of expressed affection that we can build
community, creating emotional bonds that unite us (Nathanson, 1998). By inspiring students to
express their feelings, restorative practices allow for the creation of better relationships which in
turn allows for a greater sense of inclusion, empathy, and consideration between students, staff,
and the community. In providing and preaching a healthy environment for students and staff—
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where one which there is free expression of affection, minimize the negative, and maximizing
the positive—incidents of school discipline begin to decrease given the connections students
have with each other and their staff.
Around the country, school use restorative practices (Zaslaw, 2010). Restorative practices
are based on the principles of trust, responsibility, respect, and empathy. Similar to the concept
of democratic discipline, restorative practices focus on developing a school culture that supports
students in solving and resolving their own issues and, at the same time, treating each other with
respect. The difference between a democratic discipline approach and restorative practices is that
democratic discipline focuses more on the structure of discipline within a school setting and the
idea that everyone has a voice in establishing the rules of behavior and consequences (Butchart
& McEwan, 1997). Democratic discipline allows students to be valued and trusted when they are
provided with choice with policies and procedures. However, democratic discipline is a proactive
measure to school discipline that does not address the issue of repairing relationships when rules
have been broken. On the other hand, the most crucial function of restorative practices is
restoring and building relationships. The aim of restorative practices, as opposed to democratic
discipline, is to develop a community and to manage conflict and tension by repairing harm and
building relationship (Davey, 2007). In other words, restorative practices deal directly with
discipline to try and repair relationships in order to continue to emphasize free expression of
affection and to ensure the connections between students and staff are strong.
Zaslaw (2010) identified four goals to restorative practices. The first is a commitment
that discipline violations are always addressed within restorative practices. In order to effectively
implement restorative practices in schools, restorative practices must be the main practice in
dealing with behavioral infractions. Swaying between punitive and restorative measures as a
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means for dealing with discipline will only cause confusion and limit the true value of helping
students learn from there infraction. The second is that empathy for the victims who were hurt is
developed within the victimizer. The victim is asked to say how he/she has been affected and
what needs to be done to put things right. Feelings of shame that are elicited need to be
addressed via reintegration into the school rather than being alienated and stigmatized. The third
goal is to hold students accountable for their actions. The offending student must make every
effort to restore losses to the victim and the school. Through forgiveness and commitment to
positive future behavior, both the victim and the victimizer express their acceptance of the
solutions and discuss what can be done to prevent a recurrence. Finally, restorative practices
require that the school community does not accept excuses or rationalization for violence or
victimization. Offending students need to understand that they not only victimized someone, but
the school community as well. The victimizer’s actions consumed time, effort, and expenses of
the school. Hence, the school community must ensure that proper restorative dispute resolution
methods are used and followed up on in the event of a disciplinary concerns.
Implementing Restorative Practice
There are four key strategies to implementing restorative practices. They are (a) peer
mediation courts, (b) restorative circles, (c) restorative agreements, and (d) reintegration. Peer
mediation courts are student-centered programs that hear cases on rule breaking and offenses.
This usually involves two or more students involved in a dispute meeting in a private setting to
work out their programs with a trained student mediator and discipline coordinator/restorative
practice coordinator.
The second key strategy is the restorative circle. Restorative circles allow students to
build relationships, improve their speaking skills, and have a chance to self-reflect in an effort to
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learn from their behavior. Bhandari (2018) looked at the use of restorative circles in the New
York Public Schools. He provided a first-hand account of students sharing their stories through a
restorative circle. Students were able to tell their accounts, share what was bothering them
without persecution, and provide an opportunity for other students to experience the world in a
different way. Through the use of storytelling within the restorative circles, students and teachers
were able to build strong community relations and accept each other for who they were within
the district. This helped lower tensions between students and built a more accepting school
culture.
A third key strategy to implementing restorative practices school-wide are restorative
agreements. Restorative agreements establish a restorative culture within a school community.
This is intended to help create a common language, norms, and a set of appropriate behaviors
and expectations for everyone. It also promotes student voice as their opinions and experiences
will be heard. In times of conflict and behavioral reflection, it is critical to hear from the
victimizer in order to better understand their circumstances and pave the path forward.
Restorative agreements promote accountability by including the students in the development of
the agreement. Implementing a restorative school-wide approach framework builds a sense of
unity within the school community.
Finally, reintegration is essential to help a child reintegrate back into school after a
disciplinary concern is addressed. Usually, a restorative circle is used with all involved parties
(restorative practice coordinator, victim, student who committed the harm, administrators,
teachers, and parents) to reintegrate the offender back into the school community. Reintegration
meetings are important as they allow the student who committed the harm, their parents, and the
school to work together to reflect on what happened and avoid problems in the future. It may
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prompt addition support—such as setting up on-going meetings with the school social worker—
for the child to access when they find themselves in difficult situations in which they need
support.
Impact of Restorative Practices in Public Schools
Restorative practices have shown encouraging results when implemented correctly (IIRP,
2014). The key to a successful implementation is buy-in from the community and the staff. The
International Institute for Restorative Practices (2014) conducted a quantitative analysis on
schools who had implemented a school-wide restorative practices approach to discipline. The
aim was to answer the question: do restorative practices help reduce discipline infractions in
school? Here are the promising numbers from participating schools:
1. Hampstead Hill (Prek-8th grade) Public Schools (Baltimore, MD) saw a 61% reduction
in suspensions from the 2008-2009 to 2013-2014 school years with the implementation of
restorative practices in their school. The school also saw a 91% reduction in the overall
amount of discipline referrals from 2008-2009 through 2013-2014 (IIRP, 2014).
2. Freedom High School (Bethlehem, PA) saw a 69% reduction in serious infractions from
the 2010-2011 to 2012-2013 school years. They also saw a 64% reduction in the number
of students with multiple suspensions (IIRP, 2014).
Not all school have the necessary funding and personnel needed to run a school-wide
restorative practices approach to discipline. There are many ongoing costs associated with the
program which leaves some districts unable to have a successful alternative to current punitive
discipline approaches. Some of the costs that are acquired are on-going restorative practices
professional development for staff and administrators, retraining for new teachers who replace
veteran teachers, a restorative practices coordinator, and written literature and resources for
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teachers and administrators. Given the financial burden, some school districts adopt from a
school-wide approach to a more à la carte approach. Districts take components of restorative
practices (those they can do with little cost associated to them) and implement them. Some
school districts have found success with approaching restorative practices this way. Skokie
Public School District in Illinois and City Springs Elementary and Middle School are two
examples of school district who implemented a few key strategies (restorative circles) in an
attempt to decrease their high discipline numbers. High (2017) looked at Skokie School District
(K-8) in Illinois which focused on implementing restorative circles within the school district. The
vision for the implementation was to transform the school community by acknowledging,
promoting, and honoring the dignity of all students. The district focused on implementing
restorative circles that would deal directly with student incidents and classroom-wide problems.
Over the course of the school year, the district began to see results in the way students were
treating each other and allowed students to find their voices. High (2017) witnessed a student
give a note to his teacher that stated, “You taught me how we should treat each other” (p. 532).
Shah (2012) conducted a study at City Springs Elementary/Middle School which were having
disciplinary issues. Students who were constantly getting into trouble were continuously referred
for disciplinary actions. Even the brightest top five percent of their students were being referred
for disciplinary actions. Shah (2012) found that the reason for the high numbers of disciplinary
referrals was due to the lack of relationships between staff and students. Through the
implementation of restorative circles, the school was able to build relationships between staff and
students. Staff began to address students in ways that were meant to elicit empathy, rather than
punish as it had been before implementing restorative practices.
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Narrowing the Racial Gap
The U.S. Department of Education, Office of Civil Rights, tracked suspension rates over
a period of time by race/ethnicity in grades kindergarten through 12th grade (see Figure 1.1). The
data shows that alarming disparities amongst Black students versus White students, and Latino
students versus White students. The highest suspension rates, according to the data, are Black
middle/high school students, who were averaging 23.2% suspension rates during the 2011-2012
school year. The second highest suspension rates are from Latino middle/high school students
who were averaging 10.8% suspension during the 2011-2012 school year. What is even more
alarming are the suspension rates of students with disabilities (see Figure 1.2). Based on the data
collected by the Office of Civil Rights, Black middle/high school males with disabilities are
suspended about 33.8% of the time in a given school year as opposed to 16.2% of white
middle/high school students. Students with disability and of color or minority are, based on the
data, two to three times more likely to be suspended. This clearly shows racial disparities in
suspension rates for African American and minority students.
Figure 1.1.
Suspension Rates Over Time by Race/Ethnicity: Elementary and Secondary levels

Data Source: Adapted from United States Department of Education Office for Civil Rights.
(2014). Civil rights data collection: School discipline. https://ocrdata.ed.gov/Downloads/CRDCSchool-Discipline-Snapshot.pdf
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Figure 1.2.
Suspension Rates for Students with Disabilities

Date Source: Adapted from United States Department of Education Office for Civil Rights.
(2014). Civil rights data collection: School discipline. https://ocrdata.ed.gov/Downloads/CRDCSchool-Discipline-Snapshot.pdf
According to Losen (2015), since 2011, there has been an increase of awareness of
schools with profound disparities in suspension rates. In 2014, U.S Department of Education, in
coalition with the Justice Department, sent a clear message to all school districts across the
country to revisit their school discipline policies and practices given the large disparities with
suspensions (U.S Department of Justice and Education, 2014). In an effort to narrow the racial
gap and keep students in school, educators and local districts worked together to spark change
and started to implement a restorative approach to school discipline. Restorative practices have
shown potential to create a school culture that embraces relationships and equity. As the previous
data from Hampton Hill (see Figure 2.1), Freedom High School (see Figure 2.2), and Glenmount
School (see Figure 2.2) illustrates, schools with high levels of restorative practices have
significantly fewer discipline referrals compared to schools who continue to use punitive
measures.
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Figure 2-1.
Hampstead Hill, Baltimore, MD: Suspension & Referral Rates

Data Source: Adapted from International Institute for Restorative Practices. (n.d.). What is
restorative practices? International Institute for Restorative Practices.
https://www.iirp.edu/restorative-practices/what-is-restorative-practices
Figure 2-2.
Freedom High School, Bethlehem, PA, & Glenmount School, Baltimore, MD: Suspension Rates

Data Source: Adapted from International Institute for Restorative Practices. (n.d.). What is
restorative practices? International Institute for Restorative Practices.
https://www.iirp.edu/restorative-practices/what-is-restorative-practices
According to the International Institute for Restorative Practices (2014), schools who
implemented high levels of restorative practice (a school-wide approach) reduced the racial gap
in defiance and misconduct referrals. The study shows that schools with low levels to no
restorative practices results in an average of 9.13 referrals for Black and Latino students versus
1.69 for White and Asian students. However, schools who have high levels of restorative
practices drop their referrals for African American and Latino students to 2.92 versus 0.77 for
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White and Asian students (IIRP, 2014). With the promise of creating relationships amongst
teachers and students—and between students—restorative justice could help narrow the racial
gap and foster a school culture with equity for all.
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Chapter Three: Methodology
Qualitative research focuses on gathering data on the lives and perspectives of individuals
and/or groups of people and the meanings they create about their interactions. Qualitative
research looks at what and why people think and act the way they do. This helps the researcher
(and at times participants) into what drives their choices/behaviors and how they make sense of
them. The research question ultimately drives the methodology for qualitative research. Case
study is a research methodology that serves to provide a framework for evaluation and analysis
of a phenomenon, event, or complex issue. Grounded in real-life situations, case study results are
rich and fruitful accounts of a phenomenon. Case study approaches to research aim to capture
information by answering the how, what, and why questions. This can help develop and/or
improve theories related to a certain phenomenon. Considerations for case study research include
issues of access, risks and burdens, ethical implications and safety, and informed consent. My
research, through the use of a case study research method, focused on providing teachers’
perceptions of their experiences with the implementation of restorative practices in an urban
charter school.
What Is a Case Study?
Case study is a research methodology that serves to provide a framework for evaluation
and analysis of a phenomenon, event, or complex issue. There is no singular way to define case
study research (Gustafasson, 2017). In simple terms, a case study is an in-depth study about a
person, a group of people, or a unit, with the intention of generalizing observations or
conclusions over several units (Gustafasson, 2017; Heale & Twycross, 2018). Placing a greater
focus on case study research, Woods (1980) defined a case study as an intensive, systematic
investigation of a single individual, group, or community in which the researcher examines data
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relating to several variables. Similarly, Gerring (2004) defined case study as an intensive study
of a single unit with an aim to generalize across a larger set of units. A unit, as Gerring (2004)
defined it, indicates a spatially bounded phenomenon perceived at a single point in time or over
some delimited period of time. A central principle around case study research is the need to
explore an event or phenomenon in depth and in its typical context.
Yin (2009) argued that case study research is used to explain, describe, and explore a
phenomenon in the everyday context in which it occurs. A case study is a good way to define
conditions and to explore a setting in order to better understand it (Cousin, 2005). For example,
if I wanted to understand why there were high attrition rates in a public school, I would do
extensive ethnographic work to ensure I highlight the work conditions through my observations
and interviews with staff in order to better understand their environment. Once I have transcribed
my interviews, I would analyze the data and create themes that emerge through the interviews
and ethnographic notes. New themes may emerge throughout the research process which could
help to develop ideas for further extensive research. According to Creswell (2013), the case
study method “explores a real-life, contemporary bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded
systems (cases) over time, through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources
of information… and reports a case description and case themes” (p. 97). They are also effective
channels for a broad range of research methods. Case studies have a very diverse methodology
that embraces many different types of research—focus groups are just as appropriate for case
study research as questionnaires, individual interviews, or participant observation.
Case studies offer a means of examining unique elements of a single or multiple case(s)
comprised of numerous variables in order to better understand a phenomenon (Simons, 2009).
Grounded in real-life situations, case study results are rich and fruitful accounts of a
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phenomenon. It is important to understand the distinctiveness of the individual case (Simons,
2009). This approach highlights interpretation and perceptions and clarifies meanings that inform
its readers’ experiences. The vibrant accounts in a case study can allow the reader to draw from
the experiences of others. As stated by Eisner (1991), “A vivid portrait of excellent teaching, for
example—can become a prototype that can be used in the education of teachers or for the
appraisal of teaching” (p. 199). The amount of description, analysis, or summary material is
contingent upon the research question and researcher.
Stake (2005) identified five key questions that the researcher must decide on in order to
produce a worthy case study:
1. How much to make the report a story? 2. How much to compare with other cases? 3.
How much to formalize generalizations or leave such generalizing to readers? 4. How
much description of the researcher to include in the report? 5. Whether or not and how
much to protect anonymity? (p. 460)
These questions need to be considered to construct a provisional hypothesis that helps create a
foundation for future research. Practical processes, problems, and/or programs can be examined
to bring about a deeper understanding that can in turn affect—and perhaps even improve—
practice. The case study approach has demonstrated principally useful for studying educational
innovations, evaluating programs, and informing policy (Creswell, 2002; Grauer, 2012;
Merriam, 1998; VanWynsberghe & Khan 2007; Yin, 2003).
Stake’s (1995) work on case study research has been prominent in defining the case study
approach to scientific inquiry. He categorized three main types of case study: intrinsic,
instrumental, and collective. An intrinsic case study looks to investigate and learn about a unique
phenomenon. An instrumental case study looks at a specific case to gain a wider perspective of a
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phenomenon. Finally, a collective case study involves looking at more than one case study
concurrently to generate a broader perspective of the phenomenon of issue. It is important to note
that these three categories are not mutually exclusive. At times—and depending upon the
research question—you may find that a case study research could be categorized into multiple
categories. For example, Sheikh et al. (2011) used an intrinsic case study approach to investigate
the issues of recruitment of minority ethnic people in the specific context of asthma research
studies. Their research developed into an instrumental case study through the process of seeking
to understand the issue of recruitment of the marginalized populations more generally, which
created a number of findings that were potentially transferrable to other disease contexts. The
practice of case study research has extended to other practice professionals such as nursing
(Treacy & Hyde, 1999), health care (Shah et al., 2018), social work (Shaw & Gould, 2001),
medicine (Greenhalgh, 1999; Greenhalgh & Worrall, 1997), and education (Creswell, 2002;
Grauer, 2012; Merriam, 1998; VanWynsberghe & Khan 2007; Yin, 2003).
Case Study Research Considerations
Yin (2009) stated that case studies can be used to explain, describe, or explore a
phenomena, issue, or events in the everyday context in which they occur. Case study approaches
to research aim to capture information by answering the how, what, and why questions. This can
help develop and/or improve theories related to a certain phenomenon. Considerations for case
study research include issues of access, risks and burdens, ethical implications and safety, and
informed consent. A researcher needs to take access into account prior to conducting a case study
as access to groups and/or individuals, the organization, and all other forms of access are crucial
to conducting a case study. According to Crowe et al. (2011), access is a central consideration.
The researcher will need to know the case study sites well and be able to work with them in a
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cooperative manner. At times, case study sites maybe chosen for the researcher due to
employment and/or being a stakeholder.
It is also important to consider and mitigate the risks and burdens associated to the study
and the participants. Researchers have an obligation to take into account the ethical implication
of the study they are doing and ensure the safety of all participants. Researchers need to think
through and account for risks, such as inadvertently breaching anonymity or confidentiality
(Crowe et al., 2011). Full transparency is key to any study in that the researcher needs to ensure
that all participants have all the information needed to decide whether or not they want to
participate within the study. The more information that is shared to participants the better, given
that it can inform their decision about whether or not they want to participate. After receiving all
the information about the study, participants may want to opt out due to the organizational
disruption or emotive burden tied to the study. This is normal and to be expected. It is the
researcher’s duty to ensure that full transparency of the study is provided and discussed with the
participants—even if that means they will lose participants.
Dissertation Research Design
Defining the Case: Educator Perceptions of Restorative Practice
There are five main stages to conducting case study research. These stages are (a)
defining the case, (b) selecting the case(s), (c) collecting and analyzing the data, (d) interpreting
data, and (e) reporting the findings (Crowe et al., 2011). Selecting what a researcher wants to
study is dependent upon the researcher’s passion and goals. For example, within an intrinsic case
study the researcher picks a topic that is unique yet merits their interest.
Using existing literature and prior research on a phenomenon or issues, researchers can
start to develop their research question or define the case they want to investigate. Eccles (2006)
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argued that a theory-driven approach to a case study may create information that can be used in
multiple contexts. The results in using a theory approach to case study can help provide more
information on the how and why of a phenomenon or issue that is being researched.
It was my purpose to understand teacher perceptions of restorative practices in an urban
charter school. I illustrated how teachers conceptualize restorative practices and use it every day
in their classrooms. I asked key questions in reference to school culture, school discipline, and
restorative practices. These questions include the following (see Appendix A for all guiding
questions): Can you describe your school’s culture? Could you tell me a little more about your
experiences in dealing with discipline in your classroom? Do you think that you have had
support when dealing with matters of disciplining students? If so, could you please describe? As
a school teacher for five years and school administrator for over ten years in public education, I
have devoted my life’s work to public education, specially charter school academies. I have
particularly focused on new practices within school discipline. Restorative practice is an
emerging practice within the field of education that I want to investigate and understand. Based
on the literature presented, restorative practices have shown to build a sense of community and
mutual respect between teachers and students (High, 2017). It has also shown, through various
quantitative data presented in this essay, that school-wide restorative practice implementation has
reduced suspension rates and narrowed the racial gap with suspensions (IIRP, 2014).
Case Selection: Urban Charter High School in Southeast Michigan
Selecting the case(s) to study is important and could be dependent upon the researcher’s
personal interest, employment, and/or federal or state grant. In an intrinsic case study, the
selected case is often chosen due to the researcher’s personal connection to the issue or
phenomena (Crowe et al., 2011). For example, as a current assistant superintendent at an urban
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charter school district, my research focused on an urban charter school given the personal value
and interest I have in charter schools and urban communities. For an instrumental case study, the
researcher selects a typical case to explore in order to provide valuable information to further
develop theories or generate hypotheses. Finally, in a collective or multiple case study selection,
a number of cases would be hand-picked by the researcher which would allow the for a cross
comparison of the cases. Yin (2009) suggested that choosing a typical case within a multiple case
study could allow the researcher to provide an analytical generalization of the issue or
phenomena.
My dissertation research focused on teachers working in an urban charter school in
southeast Michigan to share their stories and reflections on restorative practices through the use
of a case study research methodology. A charter school is an independently-operated public
school (National Alliance for Public Charter School, 2020). Charter schools are operated under a
contract with a charter school authorizer, usually a university or college. I focused my research
on identifying a charter school within an urban setting, particularly Detroit, MI. To define urban,
I focused on Hudley’s (2013) definition of an urban school districts: high poverty rate amongst
students, high population of African American and minority students, and low academic
performance on standardized testing. A third criteria was that the charter school must have a
school-wide restorative practice approach to discipline. After identifying six charter schools that
met my criteria, high schools and middle schools, I sent out emails (and follow-up emails) to all
six charter schools with the goal of only choosing one for this study. Out of the six charter
schools I sent an email to, only one responded and agreed to take part in this study, ABC
Academy (alias name) in Detroit, Michigan. ABC Academy is a K-8 urban charter school in
Southeast Michigan that implements a school-wide restorative practices approach to discipline,
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which is central to my dissertation research. I have obtained permission by the school’s principal
to conduct my research at his school.
Given the current circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic, the interviews were
conducted via an online video conferencing for the safety of teachers, the school, and myself. As
the state of Michigan is still under restrictions due to the COVID-19 pandemic, some urban
charter schools opted to start the 2020-2021 school year 100% online. Since this was the case at
ABC Academy, my interviews and communications between the management company,
superintendent, principals, and teachers were done remotely (email, phone, and/or video
conferencing). I included a note within the consent form that requests permission to record any
online video sessions between me and the teachers who agree to participate in this study.
Data Collection
Once the research question has been identified, the collection of data begins. Using
multiple sources of data (both quantitative and qualitative), the researcher can begin to build an
in-depth understanding the issue or phenomenon they are studying. The reason for multiple
sources of data is that it strengthens internal validity and provides a holistic view of the study.
Multiple sources of data are essential in trying to develop a thoughtful and thorough
understanding of the issue or phenomena. Using multiple sources of data allows researchers to
use a data triangulation—data validation through cross-verification from multiple sources—to
validate the study. As Crowe et al. (2011) suggested, data should be flexible enough to allow a
comprehensive explanation of each individual case to be developed, before considering the
developing similarities and differences in a cross-case comparison.
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Interviews
Using Seidman’s (2005, 2019) three interview series for qualitative research, I conducted
three 1 hour interviews via Google Meet. The interviews included one teacher from each grade
level group within middle school (6th grade teacher, 7th grade teacher, 8th grade teacher, and a
middle school elective teacher). I attempted to recruit two females and two male participants in
order to have an even representation of male and female teachers. However, I ended up with four
males and one female. The first interview focused on the teacher’s life history in terms of asking
them to tell me as much as possible about themselves in terms of becoming a teacher and their
teaching experiences. The second interview focused on the teacher’s experience with school
discipline and restorative practices. The third interview focused on the intellectual and emotional
connections between the teacher’s work and life (Seidman, 2005, 2019). The goal of the third
interview was to have teachers reflect on how their past and present experiences that have led to
the conditions on what they are doing now. Guiding questions were used to guide each interview
(see Appendix B for all guiding interview questions). Additional questions were asked
depending upon any follow-up thoughts that were raised during the course of the interview. Once
each interview was complete, I transcribed the video recording of the interviews and created
thematic themes as they related to the research question. At times during the interview process, I
followed up on the pervious interview on certain questions that sparked interest in relevance to
gather teacher perceptions of restorative practices. All participants were heavily engaged in the
interviews throughout the interview process. They provided crucial information to help me
understand their perceptions on restorative practices that helped develop thematic themes.
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Observational Fieldnotes
After interviews concluded, I observed a restorative circle (via Google Meet) that took
place virtually with a class in an effort to examine how this practice fits into the reported
perceptions of teachers on restorative practices. The focus during the restorative circle was to
observe teachers and their roles within the restorative circle and how these meetings fit in the
overall vision of the school-wide approach to restorative practices. I also used excerpts from the
district’s school improvement plan and codes of conduct to see if there are any correlations to the
districts’ restorative practices implementation and professional development scheduled for
teachers on restorative practices. Finally, I also noted the student/parent handbook to see if there
is anything significant that can support teacher perceptions on restorative practices.
Data Interpretation and Analysis
Once data has been collected for a case study, the interpretation of the data can be
challenging. Miles and Huberman (1994) argued for the need to pay close attention to variations
within the data—specifically regarding the relationships between differences, overall effect of
the difference in relevance to the study, and potential outcomes of the variations. In order to
identify these variations, the researcher conducting a case study needs to organize and code the
data. The organization of the data also helps the researcher access and retrieve the data as needed
throughout the study.
Given the immense amount of qualitative data that is often gathered within a case study, a
popular way of organizing the data is through the use of a framework approach (Hacket &
Strickland, 2018; Pope et al., 2000). Essential to the framework approach is the development of
emerging themes, which allow the researcher to organize the data in relations to main themes,
concepts, and categories (Ritchie et al., 2010). The framework approach is based on an analytical
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hierarchy. Spencer et al. (2014) described a framework approach through a ladder metaphor in
which each step represents a stage of analysis. This approach also highlights the ways in which
qualitative data analysis is inherently continuous, flexible, and an iterative process. The
researcher can move up and down the ladder throughout the analysis and research process
(Spencer et al., 2014). The framework approach encompasses of five stages: (a) familiarization,
(b) identifying a thematic framework, (c) indexing, (d) charting, and (e) mapping and
interpretation.
In the initial phases of the research, the researcher familiarizes themselves with the
research. Here the researcher reviews field notes that were taken onsite and reviews the
transcripts of the interviews to get a broad view from the participants and reflections on the field
notes. This is a way for a researcher to immerse themselves within the data. Anything that stands
out within this review process should be noted or highlighted. After the review of the data from
the case study, the researcher begins to develop emerging themes or data codes to help drive the
research forward. Ritchie et al. (2010) recommended creating thematic charts for initial themes
and noted the importance of recording information for each participant and including a column to
record any comments.
Once the themes have been constructed, they should then be indexed and sorted. This
task is time-consuming but will make it easier to read the labels of the completed analysis—thus
allowing the researcher to go back and forth through the data with ease. Finally, following the
completion of the prominent themes and charts for each theme, the researcher develops the main
themes and subthemes from the data collected. In order to ensure the reliability of the study,
Hackett and Strickland (2018) stated that the themes must give voice to the participants’
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perceptions of their experiences and suggested that any names assigned to the themes and
subthemes reflect the voices of the participants.
While the process of using the framework approach in a case study may seem and feel
overwhelming, it allows the researcher to become submerged in the data (Ritchie et al., 2010;
Smith et al., 2011). Thematic charts permit themes to be grounded in verbatim and provide an
obvious data trail, assisting to clarify how the data have been understood. Moreover, the use of a
reflexive approach adds to the rigor and trustworthiness of the findings (Bulpitt & Martin 2010;
Freshwater et al., 2010).
Framework Approach
Once all data was collected for this case study, I began my analysis for this data. Miles
and Huberman (1994) argued for the need to pay close attention to variations within the data—
specifically regarding the relationships between differences, overall effect of the difference in
relevance to the study, and potential outcomes of the variations. In order to identify these
variations, the researcher conducting a case study needs to organize and code the data. The
organization of the data also helps the researcher access and retrieve the data as needed
throughout the study. I took months to familiarize myself with the data. As I was closely
studying the data, I identified emerging themes and coded the data to help drive the research
forward. As Ritchie et al. (2010) emphasizes, essential to the framework approach is the
development of emerging themes which allow the researcher to organize the data in relations to
main themes, concepts, and categories. Once these themes have been identified, I began to
categorize them and create a thematic chart for initial themes and note important recording of
each participant. This approach also highlights the ways in which qualitative data analysis is
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inherently continuous, flexible, and an iterative process. The researcher can move up and down
the ladder throughout the analysis and research process (Ritchie et al., 2010).
Once the themes were constructed, I began indexed and sorted them. This task is took
time but made it easier to read the labels of the completed analysis—thus allowing me to go back
and forth through the data with ease. Finally, following the completion of the prominent themes
and charts for each theme, I developed main themes and subthemes from the data collected. In
order to ensure the trustworthiness of the study, Hackett and Strickland (2018) stated that the
themes must give voice to the participants’ perceptions of their experiences and suggested that
any names assigned to the themes and subthemes reflect the voices of the participants, which was
my goal.
Reporting Research Findings
After prominent themes have been identified, a researcher will need to communicate the
findings and draw conclusions on the case study research. These conclusions will be based off of
the research question and answering the “how” and “why” questions (Flyvbjerg, 2011; Merriam,
2009; Stake, 2006; Stewart, 2014; Yin, 2014). This will allow readers to comprehend the study,
understand the results, and learn from them. Additionally, with reporting the findings,
researchers can start to provide recommendations for change and further the research questions
by identifying gaps within the dialogue regarding an issue or phenomena.
Dissertation Documents
I identified prominent themes and drew conclusions from the data which allowed me to,
forefront teacher voices and perceptions on restorative practices. I shined light on a teachers’
everyday lives in the classroom and experiences using restorative practices. I was able to get
their understanding on how and why teachers are using restorative practices in urban charter
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schools and its effectiveness. To further my research and research on restorative practices from a
teacher’s perception, I asked teachers, do restorative practices have any drawbacks based upon
their understanding and practice of it? Through the teacher’s voices, I provided recommendation
on the implementation of restorative practices in schools based upon the literature and teacher
perspectives. My research is important because it provides a platform for teachers to discuss their
perspective on restorative practices. There is a lot of positive literature on restorative practices
and what the practice has accomplished in public schools. There is a lack of literature on teacher
voices and what they think about the practice. This research aims to address that gap by allowing
teachers to share their perspective on restorative practices. The goal was to project teacher
voices, but also continue the conversation on restorative practices and reforming school
discipline policies. Public schools should be a home for children where they accept each other
for who they are regardless of socioeconomic status, the color of their skin, or sexual orientation.
We must take a stand on ensuring all children are treated fairly and that teachers see students for
who they really are: children that need direction and guidance.
Reflexivity and Positionality
Finlay (2002) defined reflexivity as an “immediate, continuing, dynamic and subjective
self-awareness” (p. 533). Our personal upbringings can have a major impact on how we live and
see the world. Everyone has a story to tell based upon their childhood and background. Quality
research is one in which a researcher can overcome their biases through continued interactions
and dialogue with their participants. Fawcett and Hearn (2004) argue that reflexivity and
positionality are critical components in qualitative research given that the researcher is exploring
and investigating the “other.” Just as the participants’ experiences are framed in social-cultural
contexts, so too are those of the researcher (Bourke, 2014, p. 4). Given the researchers
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positionality as the “outsider” in the study, it is critical researchers establish trust with
participants. In doing so, it provides a sense of equality that may influence participants to be
more engaging in the study. It is important to take into account that undertaking a study that
highlights difference may contribute to further marginalization of the participants (Hooks, 1990).
At times, given the nature the researchers beliefs, cultural background, or even political stance, a
researcher’s subjectivity will come into play as it relates to the study, but how? Bourke (2014)
argues the researcher subjectivity happens in two ways: the way in which the researcher accounts
for the experiences of the subjects and of her or himself, and the ways in which study
participants make meaning of their experiences (p. 4). Thus, it is important that the researcher
gives voice to the participants and not interject their own interpretation of what is being said.
This is difficult to do, but as Freire (2000) argues, subjectivity and objectivity exist as a
“dialectic relationship” (p. 50), whereas we can never separate our subjectivity to achieve true
objectively in a study. Positionality allows researchers to aim to be objective in a study and
mindful of subjectivity by identifying their stance in relations to the participants within the
research.
Self-reflecting as a researcher can be challenging, especially in areas where the
researcher believes he or she is an expert in the field. As Mitchell et al. (2018) highlight,
reflexive practice can be some of the most challenging and important work in qualitative
research (Mitchell et al., 2018, p. 673). I anticipated problems with my positionality given that I
am an assistant superintendent of schools in a charter school district that practices school-wide
restorative practices. Buetow (2019) discussed the significance of the researcher to bring
awareness to their unconscious bias. She highlighted that our unconscious cognitive errors
prompt us to see and value highly what we expect to find or what fits with our pre-existing
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beliefs (pp. 9-10). I heavily engaged in self-reflexivity by keeping my personal opinions and
unconscious bias from interfering with data that was collected from both the participants and
observational notes. As I witnessed in my pilot study letting participants know that I am a school
administrator and certified in restorative practice skewed the data given that they were telling me
what I wanted to hear in an effort to look good and potentially come work for me. I also asked
participants to engaged in three interviews to allow for further engagement between us to get a
better understanding on who they are and what restorative practices means to them. I created a
thematic analysis based upon the data to ensure I develop themes based upon teacher’s
perceptions, not my own. I stayed away from letting teachers know my occupation given that it
may influence the conversation and gear it towards them soliciting their teacher skills in an effort
to seek a new occupational opportunity.
Subjectivity
Russell and Nelly (2002) articulated strategies for dealing with subjectivity that included
the completion of self-reflective records and diaries, the examination of personal assumptions
and goals, and the clarification of individual belief systems and subjectivities. Cruz (2015)
highlighted the importance of a researcher to identify their explicit subjectivity, the kind of
subjectivity that we are conscious of and recognize. In the case of this study, my subjectivity is
directly connected to my career and employment. I am currently an assistant superintendent of
schools in a charter district servicing many low-income and minoritized students in the Dearborn
Heights and Detroit area. I have had multiple training sessions on restorative practices by the
intermediate school district (ISD) and within the district by certified restorative practice trainers.
Cruz (2015) explains that during qualitative research, the researcher’s interactions are not
without their won perspective, beliefs or assumptions. From this perspective, I was self-reflective
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and constantly open to perceptions on restorative practices from the participants, regardless of
the knowledge I already possess on restorative practices. This process involved a tremendous
amount of reflective actions (not correcting the participants in any way on their thoughts of what
restorative practices is or is not and/or not guiding the participants to the correct, based on my
training, way of implanting restorative practices, etc.…) and alertness during the whole process
of the research, something many qualitative researchers highly recommend to address
subjectivity (Ben-Ari & Enosh, 2011; Breuer & Roth, 2003; Declan, 2014). I also stayed away
from sharing my own experiences with restorative practices to the participants given it may sway
their personal stories to relate to mine. I continuously questioned the participants trying to amply
my position as a listener and the participants as the narrators. The goal was to ensure that the
participants shared their perceptions of restorative practices without any interference from me
throughout the process, which I accomplished.
Participant Confidentiality and Privacy
I obtained approval from the University Human Subjects Review Committee (UHSRC),
which is Eastern Michigan University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) given that my research
involved human subjects (see Appendix C). A consent form was required for each of the
participants to review and sign prior to scheduling an interview. The consent form describes the
purpose of the study, risks and benefits, and what will happen with the information I collect from
the interviews (see Appendix D). Participants could have refused to answer any questions they
deem they were uncomfortable with and/or may refuse to take part in this study. To protect all
participant’s privacy who took part in this study, I used alias names for each individual and the
school. To further protect teacher privacy, all Google Meet sessions only consisted of myself and
the participant. No other school personnel knew when or who was taking part in the Google
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Meet sessions. During the interviews, I continued to use their alias names at all times. Discussion
notes and transcriptions all remained confidential and not shared with any school personnel. All
transcriptions and consent forms were kept in a locked file cabinet in my home office. I am the
only person that has a key to the locked file cabinet. In terms of the video recordings in my
Google Drive, I downloaded all interview videos and placed them in a file that is password
protected on my home computer. Once the videos were downloaded and password protected, I
deleted the recordings from my Google Drive and emptied my virtual trash within Google. At
that point, no recordings of the participants who took part in this study existed in my Google
Drive. No one has access to my Google Drive as it is password protected. Once my dissertation
was approved by my committee, I deleted all video recordings from my computer. No video
recordings exist and all my field notes, transcription notes, and consent forms will remain locked
in a file cabinet in my home office.
Ethical Consideration
To ensure full transparency, I provided all the information about my study to each of the
participants who took part in this study prior to providing them a consent form. I provided a
question-and-answer session to each of the participants to ensure they completely understood
how the study will be conducted. I also explained that their identities would be kept confidential
and alias names would be used instead of their real names during the interviews and in my
dissertation. Their grade level was also covered up and they were all identified as a middle
school teacher, rather than their specific grade level thus adding another layer of protection for
them. All teachers who participated in this study were free of any professional consequence or
criticism from colleagues given that no information on who participated in the study or what they
said was shared within anyone at ABC Academy. At any point in the study, if the participant felt
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uncomfortable and/or no longer wanted to participate in the study, they were free to drop out at
any time with no personal or professional consequences.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Case Study Method
A case-study method is influential in that it allows multiple methods and data sources to
bring multiple methodological analyses on a given issue and/or phenomena and provides a new
understanding based upon the findings (Almutairi et al., 2014). Case studies are constructed in
narrative format and these descriptive case studies can make complicated science and technology
endeavors accessible and attractive to a non-scientist audience.
Advantages
An advantage to conducting a case study is that it offers flexibility and can be broad—
ranging from transient descriptive summaries to extensive, detailed accounts. By using human
accounts as a major component to a study, the researcher can provide insight into the origins of
ideas, discover what happened and why, provide human accounts through interviews, provide
clarifications on objectives, discover development undercurrents, examine a particular
phenomenon, and provide conclusions in their complexity without being subject to the
limitations of other evaluation methods (Almutairi et al., 2014; Heale & Twycross, 2018; Unluer,
2012).
Heale and Twycross (2018) argued that the biggest advantage to doing a case study is
that it allows researchers to study a specific phenomenon from a particular entity. Another
advantage to a case study is the autonomy allowed to gather multiple kinds of information. This
method is useful for investigating ideas and constructing theories about a phenomenon, an issue,
or project dynamics. A critical advantage to using a case study for this dissertation research is the
ability to capture the reality for teachers using their voices. The qualitative data extracted from
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this study, through interviews, have the potential to retain more of the real-life matters regarding
restorative practices. This reality is important especially in the context of a teacher given that it
allows for a first-hand look on what teachers really think about restorative practices in their
school districts. Their concerns, reactions, and reflections on restorative practices will be brought
to light.
Disadvantages
Heale and Twycross (2018) stated that despite the advantages case study research
provides, there are limitations. Given the large amount of data (qualitative or quantitative), it can
be difficult to organize and analyze the data. Another disadvantage is the issue of external versus
internal validity. During a case study, the researcher does not have control over certain variables
and/or events and, therefore, cannot control them. What the case study gains in internal validity,
it loses in external validity. Validity is challenging in case study research. Many scholars
criticize case studies due to the potential bias of the researcher’s subjectivity. Yin (1994)
proposed three solutions to respond to the criticism: (a) using multiple sources of evidence, (b)
establishing a string of evidence, and (c) having a draft case study report reviewed by key
informants.
Internal validity is a concern only in causal (explanatory) cases. Like the process of
triangulation, structural corroboration, having multiple types of data that support or dispute the
records, can help with credibility that allows the researcher to feel confident with the data that is
collected (Eisner, 1998). Other methods can include using pattern-matching—linking two
patterns, theoretical and observed, to conduct thematic analysis (Yin, 1994). External validity
deals with knowing whether the results are generalizable and relates to single-case study. Critics
argue that the external validity within a case study lacks statistical data to support generalizations
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made from the study. Eisner (1998) argues that researchers need to use multiple types of data to
persuade use away from skepticism in relations to the data collected. The use of secondary data
in case study research is common. Secondary data is data that has been collected in a previous
study/research that was done by other researchers. The circumstances under which secondary
data have been created should be examined in detail to establish relevance and appropriate fit,
otherwise it has no value for further research (Zikmund, 2003). A second risk of secondary data
in case studies is that researchers can have different explanations for the same problem making
the opinion of the final research result unclear and puzzling. Consensual validation can also help
with credibility both as a researcher and what is being researched. Eisner (1998) states,
consensual validation is an agreement among competent others that the description,
interpretation, evaluation, and thematics of an education situation are right (p. 112). Consensual
validation can occur in two ways. The first is through secure evidence of structural
corroboration, and the second is having more than one educational critic independently prepare
an educational criticism (Eisner, 1998 p. 112).
Researchers must understand the broad details in the constructed data from the previous
study, such as the samples that have been used and whether the process has taken all the
necessary factors into account. This may be a challenge because in many cases sufficient
evidence can be exceedingly difficult or impossible to find (Zikmund, 2003). Eisner (1998)
argues that it is especially important not only to use multiple types of data but also to consider
disconfirming evidence and contradictory interpretations or appraisals when presenting one’s
own conclusion (p. 111).
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Chapter Four: Building Relationships & Empathizing with Students
This chapter provides a comprehensive look at the research findings from the study.
Further, it provides teachers, working in an urban charter school, perceptions of restorative
practices. The themes that emerged highlighted the importance of a teacher and their roles within
restorative practices to ensure its implementation with fidelity.
Introduction
In this case study analysis, five middle school teachers (Grades 6-8) participated in three
in-depth interviews to allow me to understand their perceptions on restorative practices in their
school. The teachers provided insight on the implementation of the practice, the positive and
negative factors around the use of restorative practices, and foreshadowed the future for
restorative practices. The school’s disciplinary policies, practices, and handbooks helped
triangulate the primary data collected form the in-depth interviews. To maintain all teachers’
confidentiality, I gave pseudonyms to each of the five teachers who participated in this study.
Also, the urban charter school will be identified as ABC Academy in this study to protect the
school.
This chapter summarizes the research findings for each of the five participates that
enlightens the research questions guiding the study. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, ABC
Academy did not hold in person classes for the 2020-2021 school year. Teachers held virtual
learning classes through the use of Google Classroom and Zoom. Students were provided laptops
and required to attend virtual session Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Given
that no students were physically in school, the five participants during the interview provided
their reflections to the questions in reference to the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 school year. Some
of these questions included (see Appendix A):
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1. Could you tell me a little more about your experiences in dealing with discipline in your
classroom?
2. Describe the use of restorative practices in your school’s discipline approach.
3. Could you tell me a time where you used restorative practices? How did it work? What
do you do and/or say? Did it give you the end results you wanted?
4. Have restorative practices help build equitable treatment amongst White and minority
students? If so, how? If not, why do you think that is the case?
5. Do restorative practices have any limitations or disadvantages in its current form?
All middle school teachers who took part in this study strongly felt that restorative practices were
on hold for the 2020-2021 given that students were all online. This reflection by the teachers
emerged as a theme and was heavily discussed later in this chapter.
ABC Academy
In the fall of 2019 (prior to the COVID-19 pandemic), I visited ABC Academy. The
academy is an urban charter school that is located in a high-poverty area of a Midwest city. The
school is near a busy intersection and highway, which tends to bring a lot of traffic near the
school. The building has two entry points. One is for staff only where you have to go through a
security guard to be able to enter the staff parking lot. The other is the main office entry located
around the corner from the staff parking lot. The main office entry has a push button entry
system where parents and outside visitors have to push a button, be seen via the surveillance
camera, and explain the purpose of their visit. Once approved by the main office staff, the door
unlocks and visitors and parents are granted entrance. The Academy currently services
kindergarten through middle school. Students are required to wear school uniforms every day.
As of the 2020-2021 school year, the Academy services about 650 students. According to MI
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School Data (2020), the State of Michigan’s official source for educational data, 100% of the
student population at ABC Academy are identified as African American (racial/ethnic
background) and economically disadvantaged. During the 2019-2020 school year, a new
principal had taken over to re-create the school culture by implementing a school-wide
restorative practice approach to school discipline due to the high levels of suspension rates. In
2018, ProPublica published public schools’ profiles laying out academic and disciplinary records
as based on the National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department of Education’s
Common Core of Data, and U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights. ABC
Academy had high levels of suspension rates in the State of Michigan: 31% of students received
at least one out-of-school suspension, and 19% of students received at least one in-school
suspension during the 2017-2018 school year. In the surrounding high-poverty, neighboring
Mid-west neighboring public schools with similar student population and ethnic makeup, about
26% of all students received at least one out of school suspension. In 2019-2020, the new
principal, along with his administration team, developed a plan to decline the high levels of
suspensions by developing a school culture that embraced unity and relationships. They started
working on the school’s handbook (parent-student and discipline handbook) to make the
language more restorative rather than punitive. They redesigned the discipline referral process to
ensure that teachers and/or administrative staff held a restorative circle to give students a chance
to explain themselves and try to work it out. The school is involving parents more within the
discipline process by having them sit in on the restorative circle so they understand why and
what happened.
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Middle School Teachers
As mentioned earlier, there were a total of five middle school teachers who participated
in this study. All five teachers were given alias names that the participants picked out, which
represented superhero names. The thought process behind providing these teachers superhero
names, as I explained to each of the participants, was due to the fact that in my heart and mind
teachers are superheroes. They have the power to enlighten and academically help children thrive
to their full potential. They have the power to bring a family and community together by
sparking motivation, family engagement, and above all loving one another for who they are.
Teachers don’t need capes or superficial outfits to symbolize their superhero status, because
teaching is a humbling profession that puts children’s needs and wants ahead of theirs. To that
end here are some characteristics of the five superheroes who took part in this study.
Professor X is as African American teacher who has taught in the K-12 public
educational setting and at the postsecondary level. Professor X spent time in the military and
through the GI bill was able to complete his education while serving his country. He grew up in
New York City in a very challenging environment that was “drug infested” with “lots of gangs in
his neighborhood.” Professor X is someone who isn’t afraid of a challenge or trying to fix
something that is broken. He is an affable and amiable teacher and believes that all students have
the ability to learn. Within his K-12 educational background, Professor X was able to rise up the
ranks and serve as a principal at one point, but prefers teaching which he is currently doing
within middle school at ABC Academy. Professor X’s passion is to continue to work in an urban
charter school setting due to the fact that he believes urban children are misunderstood and
misrepresented, he wants to fix that.
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Peter Parker is an African American teacher who graduated from Eastern Michigan
University. Prior to teaching, Peter worked at the Boys and Girls Club of America, an advocacy
and support group focused on ensuring all young people reach their full potential, doing various
activities that included, but not limited to, coaching, mentoring, and tutoring. After his venture
with the Boys and Girls Club of American, he became a teacher and took a position at ABC
Academy to teach middle school students. He loves teaching young students and always takes it
upon himself to ensure that he leaves a good lasting impression that with hard work you can
achieve anything. He is a straight-forward teacher who is very diplomatic and understanding. He
really wants to help urban children understand their potential and how education can help them
thrive in life as they get older.
Diana Prince is an African American teacher who started off in a different career
pathway, but found her passion with teaching. She is a loving mother of her own children but
shows the same amount of love to her students at ABC Academy. She always wants what’s best
for her students and puts strong emphasis on character building in her classroom. She is a
sympatric and kind person who wants to see her students thrive academically and socially. She
works diligently to ensure that she has given everything she can each day to family, her students,
and herself. Upon starting her career in education, Diana taught in the middle and high school.
After years of fluctuating between the two levels, she decided that her passion is middle school.
Barry Allen is a Caucasian teacher who loves working in an urban charter school setting.
He has a degree in art and music and is blessed to find his passion in educating students on the
arts. Barry brings in his song writing skills into the classroom to help promote literacy and
creatively with students. He is a cheerful person who is very enthusiastic about music and always
makes an effort to stay convivial with people around him, including his students. He mentioned
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that through his years of teaching, he found that students respond well to music curriculum. That
music for his students was a way to express who they are or want to be. One of Barry’s strengths
as of teacher is his ability to build trust with his students. Barry grew up in a tough neighborhood
and went through some emotional struggles as a student and teen. His mission is to ensure that
none of his students go through the struggles he had to endure and making sure that student
know that if they need an ear or advice, his door is always open for them.
Natasha Romanoff has been working in education for over fifteen years. She has earned a
master’s degree in education and wants to continue her journey in education by becoming an
administrator. She is an ambitious and determined woman who really wants to help urban
communities. Despite her seriousness to her goals in life and occupation, she has a great sense of
humor and is cheerful. Natasha, school culture is very important and making connections
between staff members and students is the key to a conducive learning environment for all
stakeholders. She continuously reaches out to parents to ensure they are part of their child’s
educational program given that she believes the more engaged parents are the more likely
students will love education. Home visits are her favorite part of the job even though it is not a
requirement by the district. She takes it upon herself to ensure that she really gets to know who
each student is, where they are coming from, and who the parents are. This way it helps her
provide the necessary support and learning style each student needs to become successful. Her
goal is to become a school principal and push the idea of a community school by ensuring that all
parents are actively engaged in their child’s school by taking part in school events, parent teacher
organization, and working with teachers to ensure all students are receiving a high-quality
education regardless of their background or socioeconomic status.
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Thematic Analysis
The following thematic analysis highlights the themes that emerged from the interviews
with all five of the teachers along with the supporting documents (e.g., discipline policies and
parent-student handbook).
Social Emotional Learning (SEL)
According to Weissberg (2016), social emotional learning provides a foundation for safe
and positive learning, and enhances students’ ability to succeed in school, careers, and life (p. 1).
Given the multicultural classroom environment of students that come from many different
socioeconomic backgrounds, SEL provides a foundation for students to respect each other and
help creates positive relationships with their peers. Social emotional learning helps students
develop five key skills: self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills,
and responsible decision-making (Weissberg, 2016). These skills help students increase prosocial
behaviors (kindness and empathy), improves attitudes toward school, and reduces depression and
stress among students (Durlak et al., 2011).
Peter feels there is a significant connection between social emotional learning and
restorative practices. He states,
They definitely relate. SEL and restorative practices. Even if restorative is more like
dealing with conflicts, the social/emotional could be an internal batter and whatever
you’re goin’ through, but like I said, that’s how it correlates ‘cause your internal battle
could be the reason why you’re in this circle.
Peter feels that SEL learning must be integrated into the curriculum in order to effectively run
restorative practices. If students do not know how to empathize with people how can they learn
in a restorative circle? He states, “Let’s change the curriculum, let’s bring the social-emotional
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learning into the curriculum. Let’s give all teachers lesson and give guidelines on how to
incorporate that in our lessons consistently and not just when a conflict ensues.” Currently, ABC
Academy has a school-wide restorative practices approach (as indicated in their student
handbook and discipline policies), but does not have a school-wide approach to SEL. According
to their handbook, SEL is found to be more active in their special education program and not in
the general education. To Peter’s point, he feels that if SEL curriculum should be embedded into
the daily curriculum for all students. This would help with restorative practices because he feels
that students can be more productive within restorative circles due to the fact that they have the
skills to empathize and show kindness. In his closing arguments on SEL, Peter states,
As a PE teacher, I do wanna teach my students about nutrition but can you give us a
blueprint on how we can instill social-emotional learning and you know, restorative
practice into our lesson? This will help our caused with restorative practices. It’s going
well [restorative practices], but it can get better with SEL incorporated.
Like his colleagues who work at ABC Academy, Peter is, again, convinced that SEL needs to be
integrated into the curriculum to help support restorative practices.
Professor X argues, “There is no way you can have, uh, restorative practices without the
SEL components. You know, one can’t live without the other. Otherwise, it’s a farce, you
know.” He shared a story on the time he held a restorative circle in his class and how successful
it was. The reason for the success, he states, was due to the fact that the kids in his class were
taught social awareness and relationship skills, two of the five key components to SEL learning.
He shared,
With the SEL, you know, they study social awareness and building relationship, uh
positive decision making and things of that nature. So, we cover, I cover those every
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morning as part of my restorative circle. So, my SELs are really outstanding in the sense
that, the kids, they don’t want to miss out.
Professor X, along with Peter, feels strongly that SEL helps build the relationship skills needed
in implementing restorative practices. The more integration of SEL principles into the
curriculum the better the more effective restorative practices will be in terms of building
relationships and improving school culture.
Like Professor X and Peter, Natasha is a big fan of SEL and continues to practice SEL in
her classroom. She states, “Social emotional learning should have been taught all the way
through instead of character development traits, the social emotional learning should have been
taught from day one.” Natasha, like her colleagues, start the day off with a restorative circle just
to get all students situated and respecting their environment. She has found it to be very helpful
in way that students respect their peers and the teacher. She has also used it to “bond with [her]
students on another level,” which would help her develop relationships with students. Like,
Professor X, Natasha integrates SEL skills within her restorative circles to help students build the
necessary skills to respect each other and empathize with one another. She states, “Yeah, so
social emotional learning is integrated in our routine restorative circle, it’s right in the morning
after we do the pledge of allegiance.”
Barry stated,
The need for emotional compassion in our school and in our social fabric is needed. You
know, I really believe that emotional resiliency comes from our relationship with one
another and that is what allows us to persevere in life. Hence why students need these
social emotional skills.
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While using restorative circles every morning, Barry teaches SEL by implementing some of the
five skills into his lesson. His perception is that students need to learn how to emphasize before
they are told to do so. He states, “Really breaking down to the fabric of our relationship with
each other. But students need to learn relationship skills and learn how to empathize in order to
do so.”
Relationships
Middle school teachers at ABC Academy strongly feel the key know if restorative
practices are working within the school is based on the ability to create relationships with
students and staff. Brown (2010) argues that middle schoolers are trying to gain some
independent and figure out which way is up, relationships with classmates and teachers are
crucial to their success (p. 1). At times a school year can get overwhelming for teachers given the
amount of paperwork (e.g., lesson planning, homework) they are responsible for teaching, and
standardized assessments. However, teaching and building relationships in the classroom should
not be unconnected from each other, rather an integrated action. By combing relationship
building into teaching, research states that this will increase student engagement, motivation, and
academic success while decreasing dropout rates, suspensions, and absenteeism (Brown, 2010).
This starts in the classroom with the teacher. Developing a positive classroom pride will help
shape positive behavior and help develop positive teacher-student relationship (Boynton and
Boynton, 2005).
Peter’s perception of restorative practice really boiled down to one key trait, building
relationships. He states,
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The main thing I know about restorative practices, what is aimed for is really about
building relationships. It’s about getting students to understand how to resolve conflict.
It’s getting students to understand each other. It builds community, it builds respect.
Peter feels that the school-wide approach ABC Academy has taken has helped build a
comfortable learning environment for students. He believes there are misconception teachers
have about restorative practices in that the practice only deals with solving discipline issues.
Restorative practices, Peter believes, is about building relationships and building rapport with
your students. He states, “Teachers need to understand it’s not just about solving a conflict, but
it's about building a relationship, it’s about building a rapport with students.” Peter holds
ongoing restorative circles to start his morning elective class to get students to talk with each
other and share one or two things about themselves. He believes it is an effective way to start
class and allow students to get to know each other better. While the school is in its second year
of full implementation, he believes building principal at ABC Academy is doing a good job in
mentoring and getting teachers to understand the value of restorative practices both in the short
term and more importantly in the long term.
Like Peter, Natasha holds restorative circles daily with her students to build a loving
environment and lasting friendships with each other. She stated, “Love and family is my take on
restorative practices. Love on your loved ones, Love on everyone, and just try to keep on
building bonds and relationships.” Natasha is a passionate teacher given that she feels that she
teaches from the heart and is truly passionate about her students. She wants them to learn
empathy and learn to love each other:
I’m just speaking from the heart and what the, the true meaning of empathy is. These kids
need to understand it. The true meaning of relationships, these kids need to understand it.
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The true meaning of my brother, my sister, I can’t you know, the true meaning of
togetherness, of love.
Unfortunately for Natasha, she feels that building a classroom community of love and having
students really invest in building relationships with one another has come to a halt during the
2020-2021 school year due to the COVID-19 pandemic and ABC Academy being fully remote.
She feels that students are going back to their old ways of, “Me, me, me, and mine, mine, mine,”
rather than coming together as a class and being united as one as they were when they were in
the classroom setting. The restorative circles helped build that relationship every morning and
was a great way to “get everyone energized for the day,” but she feels that the school has “lost
that in the process of … doing this virtual learning thing.” However, Natasha does feel optimistic
about the near future and returning back to the building. She feels with the current school
administrators and other veteran teachers like herself can regroup and re-instill the routine
restorative practices in their classrooms, like restorative circles.
Diana believes that the main idea behind restorative practices is that it helps teachers and
students build relationships, which ultimately leads to a positive school culture. She states,
Restorative practices is a main way to build a relationship. Just accept the kids for you
know, what they are, where they come from. It’s never about, you should be doing this,
you should be doing that. No, they do not need punitive conversation from an adult. They
need advice. They need, someone to connect with them from a place of understanding.
And in doing that, relationships are built and sustained.
The key as Diana puts it is that teachers need to be themselves and take time to learn everyone in
your class and learn about your colleagues. She explains, “I’m just really being me. I’m going to
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ask them about their day. I’m gonna ask them about they did over the weekend. I want them to
know that I care about them.”
Before building relationships with students to improve school culture, Professor X
believes that relationships need to be built between teachers first. He states, “I think the first step
is to build a relationship amongst teachers.” He feels that if teachers develop relationships with
each other, then how can teachers build relationships with students? At ABC Academy, middle
school teachers team teach with each other, which, to Professor X point, is critical that teacher
have good working relationship for the benefit of students. He explains, “You gotta have that
relationship with the one that are going to service the kids, you know.” He goes on to state why
having a good working relationship is important to the overall goal of the school, a school-wide
approach to restorative practices. He explains,
You’re [veteran teachers] here as a teacher leader, as a support of other teachers, you are
a support of parents and making parents feel supported. And so, if you have a positive
relationship with all these groups within the school, then these relationships will go a
long way for students and the school.
By building relationships amongst each other, Professor X believes that teachers can be the
driving force for that embraces relationship building and integrates that into their classrooms.
Empathy
A re-occurring theme that repeatedly emerged (or sufaced) with all five middle school
teachers was the perception that the use of restorative practices, in conjunction with SEL
learning, helped students to empathize with one another, leading to a more accepting school
environment. Owens (2015) argues that building empathy in the classroom can lead to a positive
classroom culture, strengthen the community, and prepares students to be leaders in their
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community. When students learn to empathize with one another, they begin to understand each
other which helps build positive relationships over time. Sornson (2014) stated that “empathy is
the heart of a great classroom culture” (p. 1). Not only does empathy help build relationships
with students, but with teachers as well. Mendes (2003) asserted that implementing empathy as
part of the curriculum will help open the relationship door between teachers and students. He
also states that to do this, “teachers need to understand their students’ world, teachers need to
know their students, their own strengths and limitations, and how to connect with students by
genuine interest in them” (p. 59).
Natasha feels that her classroom “has lots of empathy in my room.” She describes an
incident during a restorative circle she was holding in the morning about a student who shared a
vulnerable moment in her life that touched the heart of the entire class. This account was a
“crying spell” in which the entire class, including the teacher, shared tears. These tears not only
was for the young lady sharing the story, but because the teacher felt that each one of those
students in her classroom, including herself, have gone through the same vulnerability that the
child was sharing. She shared, “She [the student sharing during a restorative circle] said my
mother called us all in the room and said that my brother had got killed.” At that moment the
students all looked at each other and Natasha explained,
So, we were all sitting there and she is crying. I am crying, the class is in tears. I turned
around and say come here baby, and it was pure silence. You can’t hear anything that is
going on and me and her are hugging each other and we shared each other’s love along
with the class. This is what I’m saying, empathy just took on a whole other meaning in
my class cause the student relate to the poor girl. I relate to the student with the loss of
my brother.
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Natasha feels that these restorative circles truly help students become narrators and provide an
opportunity to share their vulnerabilities with their classmates. This helps build relationships in
the classroom as they empathize with one another. She asserts, “Once you have open yourself to
them, they will relate to you and you build lasting relationships with them.”
Barry believes that when a teacher shares their vulnerabilities with the class, that at the
point the doors open up to building relationships because it allows students to see and hear that
teachers are human to and do relate to what students are going through at the moment. He shared
a story with me on how his first year of teaching at ABC Academy was a challenge but was a
successful one given that he is a “very people and emotionally centric person,” which helped him
build lasting relationships with his students and feel comfortable in his classroom. He went on to
share how he showed his vulnerabilities to the class in a restorative circle that help pave the way
for others, who were resistant to the idea of sharing their vulnerabilities to join in. He stated,
So I had a circle with the kids who never showed up to class [half his class] and I wrote
them all a letter which I shared in the circle. In it I mentioned that being bullied as a
student was hard, middle school is hard. One of the hardiest periods of my life. Teachers
with fat egos that are kind of out of control. We all have our own struggles. I mentioned
that this period [middle school] was the hardest of my life and taught me a lot of great
lessons and we will all learn different lessons. We will all have struggles that teach use
different lessons. But the best was we can preserve is to have empathy for ourselves and
for each other.
Since that restorative circle Barry had with his class, those kids who repeatedly missed his class,
showed up to his classes on a consistent basis. The students began to see value in the restorative
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circles and started to share their vulnerabilities with their classmates. Barry strongly believes in
the value of emotions and how that can change a young student. He argues,
The need for emotional compassion in our school and in our social fabric is needed. You
know, and I really believe that those, that emotional resiliency come from our
relationships with one another and that is what allows us to persevere in life, hence why
students need these social emotional skills.
Physical Classroom Setting
All five middle school teachers who participated in this study stated that virtual learning
has put a “pause” or “set back” on restorative practices and argued that restorative practices can
only happen within the classroom. Professor X states, “So restorative practices is getting there at
ABC Academy. It’s too bad we have this pandemic because it’s kind of put a little stop to that.”
While restorative measures at still being used during virtual instructions, all teachers feel it is not
the same. Teachers feel they are going to have to start over and reiterate restorative practices
from scratch in order to reimplement the practice. Professor X argues, “So we’re gonna have to
start from scratch when we get back.” Natasha is very frustrated with virtual learning given that
she cannot hold her routine restorative circle every morning. She stated,
But the thing was, is I was able at that time to bond with my students on another level at
the building, whereas now I'm not bonding with my students. I'm bonding with Jane and
Jack and Judy all on the same, uh, Google meet. I'm bonding with auntie and, and, Sam.
There's running around, they're cursing in the household and, and, calling and telling the
kids, turn your camera off. You know, let me give you a couple of cracks upside your
dome or let me just, you know, curse you out. And then somebody said, "Mama, I'm on
zoom." Mom replies, I don't give a.
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She stated, “I tried doing a restorative circle and one of my students started to share an emotional
story and then you can hear her mom across the room shouting, What are you god-damn sharing
with your teacher!”
Peter feels that virtual learning is tough and really takes away from his ability to hold his
restorative circles in the morning given that he can never get all students at one time. He states,
“Man, they wake up, then I have kids in particular that they’re still in bed. Others show up with
their hair bonnets on half asleep, tough to hold circles man.” All the middle school teachers feel
that the kids are signing on from various environments at home and it’s tough to maintain their
attention. Unlike a school environment (i.e., the classroom), teachers cannot control the student’s
environment to ensure it is safe and conducive to learning.
Natasha shared a story that reflected on the lack of focus students have learning from
home. She states,
I had a kid that shouted out, “Can I read, can I read?" No sooner than I say this here come
this big ... this man walks right across the screen. I'm like, "What is he doing?" And he
turn around and say, "What you doing over there," talking to the baby, and gives the baby
to the student that's online getting ready to read.
Restorative practices are impossible in “virtual space.” Natasha shared, “these kids don’t have a
space within their homes to dedicate to learning.” The most frustrating part of virtual learning to
Natasha, and the other middle school teachers, is the fact that students are afraid to share during
restorative circles due to the fact the believes the environment in which the students are currently
in is not even restorative or open to talk things out for the better. This is why, as Professor X
noted earlier, when students come back to the Academy all teachers will need to go back and
start over with restorative practices.
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Keeping Teachers in Urban Schools
All five middle school teachers in this study shared their ongoing concerns with teachers
leaving urban schools and going to teach in suburban neighborhoods, leaving urban communities
desperate for teachers. The participants in this study shared that one of the biggest downfalls to
restorative practices, based on their perceptions, is that if a vast majority of your teachers leave
the school, then essentially you are hitting the “reset” button to restorative practices given that
you have to go back and provide the basic training, rather than progressing every year. At ABC
Academy, for many years they had to fill in many teacher vacancies every year within the
elementary and middle school. Professor X shared a story of when he was a principal in an
urban charter school in Southfield that had lots of behavior issues within the school. Students had
bad attitudes towards other students and staff, constant behavioral write-ups, and lots of
suspensions. He stated, “I had a school in Southfield that had such a huge turnover. In fact, the
last principal, prior to me, they had to walk her out of the building. They had escorted her out. It
was that bad.” Upon taking over, Professor X implemented restorative practices and provided
ongoing support to his teacher given that he knew it would take a few years to re-create a
positive school culture. He explained,
I didn’t lose a single teacher the next year. It was the first time in many many years that
happened. My supervisors stated that teachers remained cause if you give them support,
the support that they need and you help them be successful they will stay. You got to see
the potential in people and then help bring that potential out, help them, make it your goal
to make them successful.
Why is it so difficult to keep teachers in urban public schools? Leland and Murtadha
(2011) conducted a study on cultural discourse and retaining teachers in urban districts. They
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found that many teachers lack the knowledge along with their limited ability to relate to
communities of color substantiate for them that the students’ cultures have nothing worth
knowing or building on and are inferior to what they do know—their own White norms. With
this said, teachers (especially first-year teachers) struggle in schools located in urban districts due
to the lack of cultural awareness, thus leading teacher out the exit door. Professor X states,
“Teachers are not trained in acculturated, you know, to the population that they’re servicing.
Some teachers feel we need to clean house [e.g., kick out bad kids] and other teachers have a
heat, but not necessarily for this population [urban students].” He goes on to state, “A lot of
teachers don’t understand what teaching is all about. Their heart may not necessarily be there for
these kids.” For this reason, Professor X feels is the main motive on why teachers are leaving
urban community schools. Diana feels that some teachers are in education for the wrong reasons
especially when they come to teach in urban schools. She states, “I guess I would just make sure
that they’re [teachers] passionate about urban kids and be receptive that you are a servant, and
that’s not a bad way, that’s an amazing way.” Diana feels when teachers begin to build
relationships with students and start to really understand who they are and where they are
coming from, “the academics becomes the easy portion, once you are able to connect with them.
But you have to be passionate about it.” If teachers did that, Diana feels that those teachers
would help keep other teachers in urban schools.
Peter feels the current team at ABC Academy is adjusting and it will take time for new
teachers to adjust to the new environment; however, he feels the passion with the new group of
teachers that came on this year. He stated,
When I came in here last year it was kinda like a new staff. So I think everybody was just
adjusting to a new school. We are comfortable enough with each other and we just
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understood that. I mean, at the end of the day, all the teachers here are about the kids. I
can say that. All the teachers here really care about the kids. I mean a lot them are. When
we get together, we have our meetings you can see the passion and the willingness to
understand, what can we do to make our jobs better, and what can we do to be the best at
our jobs.
No school or teacher is perfect in the eyes of all five middle school teachers. There will always
be behavior issues come up, parents who are irate about something small, and some teacher
confrontation that takes place. As Peter shared, “You gonna have your obvious issues with, you
know, behavior and focus. But I think the main thing that we have to do as teaches is not let that
overtake what we have to do, because those things are going to happen.”
At times frustration and hopelessness gets the best of teachers that really push them out
of urban public schools. Natasha feels, especially during the pandemic and transition to remote
learning, that frustration and hopelessness, as teachers in an urban community, is at its peak. She
shared,
Everyone is sporadic. They’re in and out, in and out, in and out. Like, kids might come
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday and then I won’t see them for weeks. Then I got some
kids that don’t show up at all. And then I’ll call parents and then they show up for one or
two days than then they're back at the, I'm not showing up at all no more. I'm not doing
any work. I'm not doing anything. So now what do you do? And I had a kid that missed
the whole first quarter, like entire first freaking quarter. Now, what do you do about that?
I tell you what you do. Don't pass the kid. Its freaking frustrating.
Natasha, despite her frustration with the current learning environment, continues to be a
teacher mentor at ABC Academy with a positive and optimistic attitude so teachers don’t fall
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into a “negative mindset.” She continues to mentor them to embrace restorative practices and
building of relationships with their students. She shared this message to her mentee teachers:
“Continue to stay close with your students. Love on everyone and just try to keep on building
those bonds and relationships be it virtually or not. You have to call and check on people you
didn’t even call to check on before.” On the bright side to remote learning, Natasha feels that
remote learning helps teachers understand empathy and what that looks like given the lack of
resources urban students have at home. She explains, “It’s like re-training, re-educating people,
I’m gonna say it’s like opening people’s eyes to empathy. Which we’ve lost for so long.”
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Chapter Five: Discussion and Conclusions
This study sought to understand teachers’ perceptions of restorative practices in urban
charter school. Research has shown that schools that implement restorative practices have found
a decrease in suspension and expulsion rates and improvements in school culture that embraces
empathy, acceptance, and relationships (Davey, 2007; Zaslaw, 2010; Bhandari, 2018; IIRP,
2014; High, 2017; Shah, 2012). According to all five teachers who took part in this study from
ABC Academy, restorative practices have helped them build strong professional relationships,
with both students and teachers, that were built on the notion of embracing each person’s
humanity and building empathy to allow for personal reflections on negative situations,
understanding their wrongdoings, and learning from their mistakes so it is not repeated without
stigmatizing anyone for a bad decision they made.
This chapter is divided into four sections. First, I provide a summary of my case study
research. Second, I include a thematic summary of the research findings associated with key
research questions that guided the study. Third, I summarized the findings related to the research
literature. And finally, fourth, I discuss the limitation of this study and implications for future
research.
Overview of the Study
The purpose of this research was to understand teacher perceptions of restorative
practices in an urban charter school. Using an in-depth interview as a primary source of data, I
was able to listen and take note of teachers’ views and understanding of restorative practices.
Through the use of a case study research methodology, this study explored and relied on multiple
sources of data (Creswell, 2013; Simons, 2009; Yin, 2013; Merriam, 1998). The primary source
of data came from the in-depth interviews that were conducted by five middle school teachers at
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ABC Academy. Using Seidman’s (2005, 2019) three interview process, I conducted three onehour interviews via Google Meet with all middle school teachers. The goal of these interviews
focused on the teacher’s life history, experiences, and intellectual and emotional connections
(Seidman, 2005, 2019). All five middle school teachers shared their experiences teaching middle
school students, their perceptions of restorative practices and how they dealt with discipline
concerns. All of the interviews that were conducted via Google Meet were video recorded and
later transcribed for each of the teachers. The second method of data collection came from ABC
Academy’s district policies, such as the school’s discipline rubric, parent-student handbook, and
discipline policies.
Summary of Findings
Research Question 1
Could you tell me a little more about your experiences in dealing with discipline in your
classroom?
Peter could reference only a few times where he had to really deal with a discipline issue.
He stated, “You want to, you want to nip it in the classroom.” He does not allow the discipline
issue to go beyond his classroom given that he wants to work out the issue between the student to
build the relationship with students and show them kindness. Peter stated, “So you want to try to
figure out what the problem is and move on.” The key to dealing with discipline in the
classroom, according to Peter, is, “getting [the students] to know what you expect…. you got to
stay consistent with what you say.” According to Peter, when using discipline, it is critical to be
empathic with the students because they are only children, even in middle school. Peter states,
“And this is where just kinda being silly and kinda encouraging them, but kinda being loose,
because you got to understand what they’re going through.” Similar to Peter’s approach,
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Professor X talks about his experiences with discipline from the standpoint of kindness. He
reflected on his past experiences and through years of experiences was able to adjust his
discipline techniques given that he found that most homes use punitive discipline with their
children which students are used to. He states,
Some of them [students] may hear negativity from their own parents… they are used to
being treated in a punitive manner. So, when you move away from that and you show
kindness and your giving opportunities and you’re talking things out and you’re being
transparent, it makes a difference.
Relationships are key to Professor X’s experiences in dealing with discipline in his
classroom. He states, “My kids love me, they understand what I’m saying. Like they have certain
values that they live by in my class.” Caring and showing love to your students, according to
Professor X, is the key to declining discipline issues in your classroom. He states, “I really
haven’t had any behavior situations. I believe that, uh, if you show that you care… that you
respect them for who they are… let them know you love them, you care for them, then you will
have no issues.” Both Peter and Professor X stated that because of their ability to create strong
relationships with their students, built on the notion of honesty and respect, that through their
years of teaching they really only had a handful of discipline concerns. The key, as Professor X
and Peter state, is to gain the trust of the kids and show them that you sincerely care for them.
It’s about the teacher’s actions, not just words, that students want to experience.
Research Question 2
Describe the use of restorative practices in your school’s discipline approach?
ABC Academy implements a school-wide restorative practices approach to discipline.
This means that all discipline matters are dealt with from a restorative practice approach instead
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of the traditional write-up and suspension note. One of the reasons why Barry Allen took the job
at ABC Academy is due to the fact that they implement a school-wide restorative practice
approach. He stated, “The whole philosophy and methodology of restorative practices are
absolutely something I think about a lot and another reason why I have a lot of admiration for the
administrative team.” When asked to describe the use of restorative practices in his discipline
approach for his classes based on the school’s approach, Barry walked me through a restorative
circle in which students create a circle in the classroom and they addressed the discipline concern
as a whole class. He stated, “We have also been practicing these restorative circles. We are
building trust with each other.” In following up with that statement, I asked Barry how students
perceived these restorative circles. He stated, “Some kids who are receptive to it and there are
others that aren’t. I think it’s that being vulnerable in front of each other that’s difficult.” To
combat that, Barry strongly feels that if teachers create relationships with their students and
create an environment where speaking about their vulnerability, without judgment, is okay, then
students tend to open up more as the year goes on. It’s all about exposure and being consistent
according to Barry. He states, “I think just getting kids more exposed to restorative circles is the
key to get students to feel more comfortable as well.” Like Barry, Natasha is very supportive of
using restorative circles to deal with discipline situations rather than writing students up. She
states, “We were having restorative circles om a regular basis.” Before staring classes on
Monday, Natasha brings the class together in a circle and each student gets a chance to briefly
talk about their weekend and open up about themselves. This also gives teachers a chance to get
to know their students and build relationships. She argues, “Restorative practices isn’t only good
for students, it’s good for teachers as well. To bond and connect with their students.” Natasha
doesn’t wait until a discipline issues arises to use a restorative circle (which is one of the
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school’s approach to discipline); rather, she uses them on a consistent basis so they can see each
other for who they are, human beings. Also, it allows students to see that “you care.”
Research Question 3
Could you tell me a time where you used restorative practices? How did it work? What do you
do and/or say? Did it give you the end results you wanted?
When Diana was asked this question, she chuckled and quickly respond with a
persuasive, “Yes.” She had mentioned in her interview that restorative practices are being used in
her classroom, but she also mentioned that a restorative circle was used on her. Diana had shared
that she was in a confrontation with another staff member at ABC Academy and the principal
(lead restorative practice coordinator) had sat her and the other teacher down to hold a restorative
circle to work things out. Diana learned a lot from her own restorative circle. She stated, “I had
epiphany of like, something is definitely wrong. Emotionally, the help that she [the other
teachers who was in a confrontation with Diana] needed had absolutely nothing to do with her
outburst towards me.” Diana had learned, through the open dialogue in the restorative circle
session, that the other staff member was going through a lot in her life and was at her breaking
point. She stated, “I am grateful for the circle. I’m just one of those happy people and I am
grateful that he [principal] kept me clam…who knows what could have happened.” As
mentioned earlier, ABC Academy implements a school-wide approach to restorative practices.
This practice is not solely for students, rather it includes all stakeholders (students, staff, and
parents).
Professor X had a situate before where he intervened with a student and another teacher
who seemed to not get along in the classroom. He stated, “When she [student] stepped out of my
classroom and she went to some particular teacher, you had a, it was like an antagonistic
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relationship between them.” Professor X shared that this teacher was stuck with her certain ways
and at times was tough to persuade her take a step back and reflect. He stated, “The teacher
would want them to line up a certain way, not just line up, but line up in a particular way and it
had to be right.” Through mentoring the teacher and providing her with some guidance,
Professor X was able to slowly teach the teacher how to be flexible. “You gotta have some level
of flexibility,” Professor X shared, “the trees that are flexible, they last, they overcome the storm.
Those that are tight, they break, they fall, they’re uprooted.” At a certain point in the year,
Professor X held a restorative circle between the teacher and the student. While it is not
abnormal for a teacher to hold a restorative circle for another teacher’s classroom, Professor X
held what he called a “successful circle,” where the teacher and student were able to work things
out and understand each other positionality within the classroom. While this story is a successful
one, Professor X did share that some staff members are still stuck in their ways and really do not
see the bigger picture with restorative practices. He shared that some teachers think that
restorative practices are a “students get away with it” mentality in terms of the negative behavior.
However, Professor X shared that it was common for teachers to think that way, especially your
older teachers, because they were raised in a punitive environment when they went to school.
Restorative practices take a lot of work, flexibility, and patience. He states, “To make it work,
you know, you have to be really flexible and really love the kids a lot to be able to go that route
[restorative practices].” Professor X stated, “It will take time for teachers who do not believe in
restorative practices to come around and he feels optimistic about the near future given that it is
only year three of implementation with a school-wide approach.” He went on to share, “So, you
know, making them [teachers] feel supported. That is so important.” As ABC Academy
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continues to implement a school-wide approach to restorative practices, Professor X feels that
more training will help teachers understand the bigger picture of restorative practices.
Research Question 4
Have restorative practices help build equitable treatment amongst white and minority students?
If so, how? If not, why do you think that is the case?
Peter is a strong supporter of restorative practices and feels that schools within urban
communities really need to look at “procedures at the school for suspending” students. He feels
that building equitable treatment starts in the classroom. The teacher is the gatekeeper to ensure
equity exists. He states, “If you are not a compassionate person and you don’t care about what
the students are going through, then you gotta find another job.” Compassion is a key for Peter
because it helps drive the restorative approach to discipline situations. Rather than quickly
writing a referral and suspending the student, teachers have to ask key questions and take time to
identify what happen, why, and how when a discipline situation arises. He states, “Teachers have
to investigate, why did it happen? We know it happened and that seems simple, but it’s not that
simple. The situation could ascend from what was stemming up with the other person.” Peter
also recognized that teachers really don’t take enough time to get to know their students. By
using restorative practices every day, it will help you get to know them because you are
constantly checking in with them. He believes that if we checked in with students more often and
used more of a restorative approach with them when they do get out of line, it will help in the
long run. He states, “You have to be sensitive to them, even though you might have a student
with the worst behavior in the world, but you can help them by saying and doing the right thing
towards them.”
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Diana, like Peter, agrees that by implementing restorative practices it allows everyone to
build strong relationships, helps identify who you are, and makes the school a pleasant place to
be given that we see each other as equals. She states, “You have to be passionate; you have to be
honest; you have to be willing to tell them the truth, the ugly truth, the bad and the ugly with
love.” This is what constitutes as a relationship with Diana, especially with students. She feels
that have to be told the truth, what they are doing right, and what they are doing wrong in order
for them to learn and grow as individuals. When someone makes fun of another kid for the way
they look or talk, Diana sees that as an opportunity to bring the students together and hold a
restorative circle to show them that they are equals and how making fun of another person hurts
them.
Barry feels that by using restorative circles every day, students can see how they have
things in common, and in reality, see how they are all equal. He states, “You would be standing
in a circle with people you thought you had these differences with, realizing you had these
various things in common.” He went on to state that when students would open up about
vulnerable subjects that other students would feel the vulnerability because they are going
through the same situations at home. At that point, Barry believes, we start to see each other as
equals at ABC Academy. He states, “Vulnerable subjects we were admitting to ourselves and
each other that we were going through, things with families, or with ourselves, was when we
started to see each other as equals.”
Research Question 5
Do restorative practices have any limitations or disadvantages in its current form?
One of the most consistent limitation that teachers shared during the interview process on
restorative practices was staffing and teacher retention. Diana shared, “We need more staffing. I
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believe, especially in middle school in an urban school district, there needs to be more staff to
help with the implementation.” At ABC Academy, the principal is a trained and certified
restorative practice interventionist. He spent various hours getting training, and he helped
implement the school-wide approach to restorative practices. The principal was able to train his
teachers on it, and throughout the year, staff members get additional training on restorative
practices. Diana feels if more staff were readily available, it would help (for ABC Academy, the
dean of students usually helps with discipline issues) take off some pressure from teachers given
all the other stuff they have to take care of (e.g., teaching and learning, compliance, curriculum,
professional development). If teachers have questions, Diana feels, “There should be more
people to go to that are trained to help provide us guidance quickly rather than just be one
person. It’s unfair to him [the principal].”
Teacher retention is another limitation to restorative practices. According to the 20002001 Teacher Follow-up Survey, attrition rates have increased by 50% since 1990, and turnover
rates rose 16.8% during the 2004-2005 school year (Luekens et al., 2004). Projections indicate
that half of the current teaching force is nearing retirement and fewer college graduates are
choosing education as a career (Henke et al., 2000; Ingersoll, 2001, 2003; Johnson & Kardos,
2005). In 2016, more than 100,000 first-year teachers entered urban public schools and were
unprepared (Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2017). There are various reasons why
teachers leave the classroom in urban community schools. According to Carver-Thomas and
Darling-Hammond (2017) study on teacher retention, they found,
Teachers are more likely to leave schools that have lower salaries and less-desirable
working conditions. Too often these conditions exist in schools with more students of
color and more students from low-income households. Turnover rates are 70% higher for
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teachers in school serving the largest concentration of students of color and nearly 50%
higher for teachers in Title I schools, which serve more low-income families. (p. 1)
Other factors for teacher turnover include standardized testing and accountability pressures from
the local intermediate school districts, state, and federal governments; lack of administrative
support; poor working conditions; large class sizes; and lack of resources. Not only does teacher
turnover leave a tremendous void amongst students in terms of relationship and academic
achievement, but it also costs schools roughly $20,000 or more for each teacher that leaves an
urban school (Ronfeldt et al., 2013).
Additional Findings from Thematic Analysis
There were additional explicit findings in this study that emerged from the thematic
analysis.
These findings include the following:
School culture
Professor X shared that if teacher retention was 100% each year at ABC Academy, their
school culture would be the strongest it ever has been given that the school-wide restorative
practices approach would be mastered by all their teachers. He shared,
I thing they [ABC Academy] the potential of becoming a great school. I have seen a lot
of positivity, a lot of laughter, a lot of team building, you know, what the staff. And I
think we have a principal that’s really sold on the idea of restorative practices, you know,
he does implement them. And uh, so I think there is a lot of support. All of their support
is phenomenal. Now we need teachers to stay and have our staff all back next year.
Given the high rate of teacher attrition in urban public schools, teacher retention has been
identified as a possible key, as shared by all five participants, to implement a school-wide
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restorative practices with fidelity. In doing so, the participants believe that ABC Academy’s
school culture would be strong in a sense of high levels of acceptance, responsibility, and unity.
Farce
A few of the participants had argued the need for restorative practice and SEL to be
integrated as part of the school culture, rather than an added component. Professor X argues,
“There is no way you can have, uh, restorative practices without the SEL components. You
know, one can’t live without the other. Otherwise, it’s a farce, you know.” The participants
shared that by integrating restorative practices and SEL as one practice, it can strengthen
restorative practices. In its current form, restorative practices in schools focuses on addressing
the need of a school community, building healthy relationships, reducing/preventing harmful
behavior, repairing harm, and resolving conflict (e.g., restorative circles). With the integration of
restorative practices and SEL, restorative practices would include teaching students how to selfmanage, be self-aware, make responsible decisions, build relationship skills, and develop social
awareness, key components to SEL learning.
Limitations
This study used a case study research method to explore teacher perceptions of
restorative practices in urban charter schools. The primary source of data came from three indepth interviews with middle school teachers. This data allowed for a rich collection of data that
provided a platform for teachers to share their perceptions on restorative practices. Having only
five teachers within the urban charter school setting makes it difficult to generalize the results for
all teachers within the urban charter school setting. This study did not account for elementary nor
high school teachers, which in itself, may approach restorative practices differently due to the
maturity level of students in various grade levels. Another limitation to this study was the fact
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that teachers and students were working remotely (virtual setting). The teachers who participated
in this study had to recollect their thoughts and practices from prior years rather than the current
school year. For the 2020-2021 school year, all teachers had stated that restorative practices were
at a pause and not happening as often given that teachers and students could not continue to build
the foundations of their relations nor hold effective restorative circles given that all students were
in a different environment. Additional research into teacher perceptions on restorative practices
need to include elementary and high school teachers to ensure that a K-12 perspective is shared
by urban charter school teachers.
Educational Implications
This study suggests that restorative practices have shown promise in lowering the
suspension and expulsion rate, thus keeping kids in school. It has also shown the ability for
students to build relationships with their teachers and their peers, therefore creating a school
culture of acceptance. This idea of acceptance can help build a strong community, leading to a
welcoming school. Successful schools take into account cultural, social, economic, and political
factors that directly affect students and find meaningful ways to involve the community to
support children to engage in school regularly (Breitborde & Swiniarski, 2006). Students, as
indicated by Peter, need to feel loved and have a sense of belonging and worth at school. The use
of restorative practices can help build that sense of belonging and show students they do have a
voice and teachers do care on what they have to say.
One of the key arguments Gorski (2013) proposed was the creation and sustainability of
an equitable education for poor and working-class children. He argued that the current model of
teacher pedagogy is inconsistent in helping children achieve because the teaching strategies do
not address the opportunity gap that exists between poor and working-class families and
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wealthier families and communities. Gorski (2013) argues that the key to transformation and
acquiring an equitable education for poor and working-class children was the school. He
proposes strategies that can be important components to a holistic plan for making the classroom
and schools more equitable, engaging, and validating for economically marginalized students
and families (p. 125). These strategies include the following:
•

consider data humbly, responsibly, and collaboratively;

•

prioritize literacy instruction across the curriculum;

•

promote literacy enjoyment;

•

have and communicate high expectations;

•

adopt higher-order, student-centered, rigorous pedagogies;

•

teach critical literacy;

•

teach about poverty, economic injustice, and class bias;

•

analyze learning materials for class (and other) bias;

•

make curricula relevant to students experiencing poverty;

•

incorporate music, art, and theater across the curriculum; and

•

incorporate movement and exercise into learning (p. 125).

This alteration would focus on a school-wide shift to a restorative way of thinking, revising the
way teachers teach and think about their students and the community they serve. The
transformation for an equitable education relies on the ability of the institution to have resources,
train teachers on how to create a safe and equitable learning environment within their schools,
and provide ongoing support throughout a given year. Schools will also need to provide guidance
to families on where they can go to get access to resources would allow families to gain the
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necessary knowledge to help their children at home. This push for resources to be readily
available would allow the institution to work with families and help.
The role of a teacher has many implications within a school. Maxine Greene (1973)
argued that schools defaulted to a method of teaching that conceptualized the role of a teacher,
that being, teaching students without making any connections emotionally and/or socially, a
method called, teacher as a stranger (Sprinthall & Oja, 1998). This teaching methodology sees
the teacher as a stranger, somewhat removed from their students, allowing for a clearer vision of
goals as well as ability to stay on course with academic achievement. This idea completely
contradicts restorative practice ideals. Research has shown that building relationships with
students can lead to students being motivated, creating a safe space for learning, building new
pathways for learning, and improving student behavior (Kaufman, 2014). With technological
advances in the 21st century, many students are overwhelmed with social media distractions that
enable bullying to continue even when students are not at school. With the current COVID-19
pandemic of 2020, students are being confined to one location with little to no interactions with
their peers. Unemployment, in direct connection to the pandemic, has put strain on families who
are struggling to put food on the table for their loved ones. My argument is that, more than ever,
students need relationships in their lives to help guide them through these tough times. Teachers
need to build relationships with their students so they have an outlet in the event they are
depressed or simply just need someone they can talk to outside their confined areas. Teachers
have the power to help and heal. They are the superheroes that are living amongst us with the
greatest power of all, a compassionate heart. The idea of a teacher as a stranger is a bad approach
in education and one that should not be entertained or used in the classroom. The implementation
of restorative practices needs to consider across all school district in the country. Both
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quantitative and qualitative data shows that restorative practices is working and is helping
students develop a sense of empathy, seeing each other as equals, and valuing their relationships
with their peers and teachers.
Recommendations for Future Research & Changes
Being able to share teacher perceptions of restorative practices helped provide a
foundation of how teachers are utilizing restorative practices and what outcomes derived from
using the practice. More can be learned from restorative practices that can contribute to the
overall conversation on using restorative measures in urban charter schools.
Student Perceptions of Restorative Practices
This study focused on teachers and their perceptions on restorative practices given the
gap in literature on this. What do students think about restorative practices? Much of the data
presented in this study showed, based on teacher perceptions, that restorative practices helped
build relationships with students. Do students feel that way? While much of current literature on
restorative practices is focused on providing statistical data on suspensions and expulsion rates,
there is little shared about what students actually think about the practice. Sharing student
perceptions on restorative practices can provide additional data to further the discussion on
whether or not restorative practices are more effective ways of dealing with student discipline
matters.
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) and Restorative Practices
Through in-depth interviews social emotional learning (SEL) was amongst the strongest
theme with all five middle school teachers who took part in this study. What is the connection
between SEL and restorative practices in schools? All five middle school teachers made the
argument that, restorative practices cannot exist in school without having an SEL program in
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place. Does that mean the effectiveness rate on restorative practices is contingent upon the level
of commitment and implementation of an SEL program? Any new program or practices that is
brought on by a school district comes with a cost. These costs are associated to professional
development, coordinators that maybe needed to run the program, and curriculum materials
which spikes the cost up. Urban charter schools are known to be underfunded as oppose to
suburban public schools, so what if urban charter schools cannot afford both an SEL program
and restorative practices? Does that mean restorative practices cannot be implemented with
fidelity? More research is needed on SEL and its connection to restorative practices given that it
can contribute to the overall discussion on restorative practices and more effective ways to apply
the practice.
Restorative Practice and Virtual Space
The participants highlighted an important note in relations to the implementation of
restorative practices in their school. They noted that restorative practices were only effect when
they were in the school building. Given the COVID-19 pandemic, virtual learning has put a
“pause” to the practice, according to the teachers in this study. As a current administrator in an
urban charter school, I do understand their argument; however, there can be alternatives to help
carry out restorative practices even in a virtual learning environment. For teachers to feel that
there has been a “pause” to restorative practices due to virtual learning is that teachers do not
have control of their classroom environment. There are so many variables at play in each
household that makes it impossible for the teacher to have everyone’s attention in a given
moment. Natasha shared her story of a young girl who was forced to babysit a crying infant
during class, which not only took her away from the class, but also distracted all of her
classmates. There were other examples where parents interfered with the classroom environment
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which made it very difficult for students to stay on point with the restorative circle that was
taking place. At times, half the class is missing due to technology issues at home or not wanting
to be online. By not having control of the classroom environment, it is difficult to plan and
execute a lesson plan that revolves around restorative circles. While this “pause” in restorative
practices may be the immediate case, there are alternatives. First, teacher emails, letters, and
announcements to students and parents need to include restorative language to ensure that
students recognized that despite the classroom environment the continuation of restorative
practices is still happening. Things like promoting responsibility and ownership of their live class
session is critical, rather than threatening them that they would fail if they don’t show up. Create
a sense of understanding and empathize with students given that there are variables at home that
teachers cannot control. Work your lessons around this and include reflections statements for
students that engages them with self-awareness and self-reflection on how they see their
participation in the class. Second, identify a key time and day within the week where you can get
all your students on to hold a restorative circle, rather than trying to do one on a daily basis.
Work with parents on this to ensure they understand how important the weekly restorative circle
session is for their child from an academic standpoint along with social-emotional one. This way
parents will work with teachers to ensure that their child is on and they are in a place with the
least amount of distraction. Have parents put the notice on the refrigerator or even in their
calendar on their phone to ensure they do not forget. These two steps can continue to promote
restorative practices in a virtual learning environment and maintain some level of classroom
control to implement restorative circle and restorative language.
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Restorative Practices Legislation
Around the country, public schools are using restorative practices on a daily basis
(Zaslaw, 2010). These practices have shown promising results in terms of building a safe and
nurturing school environment, helping students build relationships with their teachers and peers,
and addressing conflicts with reflection and understanding, allowing students to learn from their
mistakes and make amends for them (Bhandari, 2018; Gonzalez, 2016; Safir, 2016; Kiddie,
2017; Vaandering, 2012; McCluskey et al., 2008; McGrath, 2004). Zero-tolerance policies, as
highlighted in this study through various scholars and studies, have shown to impact students
negatively due to the punitive measures taken in dealing with students (Fine, 1991; Fenning &
Rose, 2007; Teasley, 2014; Skiba & Peterson, 1999; Giroux, 2001; Schoonover, 2009; Moore,
2003). I am calling on the federal legislature to create legislation that mandates public schools to
completely remove zero-tolerance policies from their codes of conduct and adopt restorative
practices. Alongside this legislation the federal government should provide necessary resources
to all public schools to implement restorative practices, provide guidelines that promote
restorative language, and provide guidance on a support system in the event further support is
needed. Our students, regardless of what community they live in, deserve an equitable education
free of stigmatization from race, sex, or socioeconomic status. In order for students to be
provided with an equitable education, they need to be seen and heard as equals in a school
environment. Students need to feel wanted and respected for who they are yet willing to learn
from their mistakes as long as they are given a voice to do so. Restorative practices provide the
tools to make this happen.
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Conclusion
This study focused on teacher’s perception of restorative practices in an urban charter
school. The literature, along with the data provided, has shown that restorative practices are
promising in terms of creating a unified school culture that embraces each other’s differences,
helps build lasting relationships, and decreases suspension and expulsion rates. The ultimate aim
of public education is the improvement of life on earth for all its people (Breitborde &
Swiniarski, 2006, p. 18). We are all part of this world. Education has the power to enrich our
young students for the purpose of making our world a better place to live in. Education can
provide students a way out of poverty and help drive their educational path to forward to meet
their career goals. Also, education has an important role in promoting the basic core values (e.g.,
honesty, integrity, respect) to help create restorative communities that see each other as equals
and treat each other with respect. Education can enrich students with a knowledge base
curriculum for the greater purpose of learning. Schools need to expand their borders and do more
to build a restorative school community. Schools need to be safe environments that are
comforting and appropriate to student’s unique talents and abilities. We need to continue the
conversation of restorative practices and follow up with further studies as proposed in this
dissertation to help promote the use of restorative practices in schools.
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Appendix A: Guiding Interview Questions
1. Could you tell me a little bit about yourself in terms of your journey of being a teacher?
2. Can you describe your school’s culture?
3. What is your impression of student discipline at ABC Academy?
4. Could you tell me a little more about your experiences in dealing with discipline in your
classroom?
5. Tell me about a significant discipline situation you encountered in your classroom and how
you handle it?
6. Do you think that you have had support when dealing with matters of disciplining students?
If so, could you please describe?
7. Describe the use of restorative practices in your school’s discipline approach?
8. How do you feel about your school’s approach to restorative practices?
9. Could you tell me a time where you used restorative practices? How did it work? What do
you do and/or say? Did it give you the end results you wanted?
10. How do you involve parents when using restorative practices?
11. Have restorative practices help build equitable treatment amongst white and minority
students? If so, how? If not, why do you think that is the case?
12. Do you feel you have the support and resources to utilize restorative practices effectively?
Why or why not?
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Appendix B: Recruitment Email
Subject: Recruitment Email – Teacher Perception on Restorative Practices
Good Afternoon Middle School Teachers at Winans Academy of Performing Arts!
I hope you are all in good health and staying safe!
My name is Ali Y Bazzi and I am a doctoral candidate at Eastern Michigan University. I am in
the final process of earning my doctorate degree in educational studies with a concentration on
urban education.
I am currently working on my dissertation on restorative practices in a urban charter school. In
speaking with Dr. Spruill, Winans Academy of Performing Arts has a school-wide approach to
restorative practices which is vital to my research. The purpose of my research is to understand
teacher perceptions on restorative practices in an urban charter school. I will seek to illustrate
how teachers conceptualize restorative practices and use it every day in their classrooms.
I am looking for a 6th, 7th, 8th, and middle school elective teacher to volunteer for this study. The
study will consist of three one hour interviews via Google Meet. These sessions will be recorded
for transcription purposes only to ensure I accurately represent your understanding of restorative
practices. No official names or grade levels will be presented in the dissertation. Alias names
will be given to you and used throughout the study. At no point will any of the information you
share be used against you nor shared with any school personnel.
I am really looking forward to your participation in this study as I would love to highlight
teacher perceptions on restorative practices at your Academy. If you are interested please email
me directly at: abazzi6@emich.edu.
Thank you and enjoy the rest of your day!

Educationally Yours,
Ali Y Bazzi, Ed. S., ABD.
Doctoral Candidate, Eastern Michigan University
P: 734-629-2161
LinkedIn: http://linkedin.com/in/ali-bazzi-830845183
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Appendix D: Informed Consent
Project Title: Teacher Perceptions on Restorative Practices in Urban Charter Schools
Principal Investigator: Ali Y Bazzi, ABD., Eastern Michigan University
Faculty Advisor: Christopher Robbins, PhD., Eastern Michigan University
Invitation to participate in research
You are invited to participate in a research study for my dissertation at Eastern Michigan
University. In order to participate, you must be working in an urban charter school. Participation
in research is voluntary. Please ask any questions you have about participation in this study
Important information about this study
● The purpose of the study is to understand teacher perceptions on restorative practices.
● Participation in this study involves answering questions related to your job and agreeing
to be video recorded for the purpose of transcribing and analyzing the interviews.
● Risks of this study include interview questions that may make you feel uncomfortable.
You do not have to answer any questions that make you uncomfortable or that you do not
want to answer.
● The investigator will protect your confidentiality by using a code to label data with the
code linked to identifiable information in a key stored separately from the data. Your
information will be stored in a password-protected file on a password-protected
computer. We will store your information for at least five years after this project ends,
but we may store your information indefinitely.
● Participation in this research is voluntary. You do not have to participate. If you decide to
participate, you can stop at any time.
What is this study about?
The purpose of the study is to understand teacher perceptions on restorative practices.
What will happen if I participate in this study?
Participation in this study involves
● Interviews will be conducted via Google Meet and the live session will be recorded
● Interviews will last roughly 60 minutes each session. Two sessions will be scheduled
with a possible third follow-up on prior interviews.
We would like to record you for this study. If you are recorded via Google Meet, it will be
possible to identify you through your face and voice. If you do not agree to be video recorded,
you may not be eligible to participate in this study.
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What types of data will be collected?
We will collect data about school discipline practices.
What are the expected risks for participation?
Some of the interview questions are personal and may make you feel uncomfortable. You do not
have to answer any questions that make you uncomfortable or that you do not want to answer. If
you are upset, please inform the investigator immediately.
Are there any benefits to participating?
You will not directly benefit from participating in this research.
Benefits to society include educating school stakeholders on restorative practices, teacher
perceptions on restorative practices allowing for improvements within the program, and
enlighten school districts on new ways of handling school discipline.
How will my information be kept confidential?
I plan to publish the results of this study. We will not publish any information that can identify
you.
I will keep your information confidential by using a code to label data with the code linked to
identifiable information in a key stored separately from the data. Your information will be stored
in a password-protected file on a password-protected computer. I will store your information for
at least five years after this project ends, but we may store your information indefinitely. Al
video recordings will be deleted upon completion and approve of my dissertation by the
committee.
I will make every effort to keep your information confidential. However, we cannot guarantee
confidentiality. The principal investigator and the research team will have access to the
information you provide for research purposes only. Other groups may have access to your
research information for quality control or safety purposes. These groups include the University
Human Subjects Review Committee, the Office of Research Development, the sponsor of the
research, or federal and state agencies that oversee the review of research, including the Office
for Human Research Protections. The University Human Subjects Review Committee reviews
research for the safety and protection of people who participate in research studies.
If, during your participation in this study, I have reason to believe that elder abuse or child abuse
is occurring, or if we have reason to believe that you are at risk for being suicidal or otherwise
harming yourself or others, I must report this to authorities as required by law. I will make every
effort to keep your research information confidential. However, it may be required by law that I
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release your research information. If this were to occur, I would not be able to protect your
confidentiality.
I will ask you and the other people in the group to use your alias names that I will provide you
during the interview session. I will also ask you not to tell anyone outside of the group about
anything that was said during the group session. However, I cannot guarantee that everyone will
keep the discussions private.
Privacy
I will be providing you an alias name that will be used at all times during this study. I will not
share any information to school personnel that you are taking part in this study or of your Google
Meet sessions to maintain your privacy.
Storing study information for future use
I will store your information to study in the future. Your information will be labeled with a code
and not your name. Your information will be stored in a password-protected or locked file and
will be stored indefinitely.
I may share your information with other researchers without asking for your permission, but the
shared information will never contain information that could identify you. I will send your deidentified information by email and only upon request.
What are the alternatives to participation?
The alternative is not to participate.
Are there any costs to participation?
Participation will not cost you anything.
Will I be paid for participation?
You will not be paid to participate in this research study.
Study contact information
If you have any questions about the research, you can contact the Principal Investigator, Ali Y
Bazzi, at abazzi6@emich.edu or by phone at 734-629-2161. You can also contact Ali Y Bazzi’s
adviser and doctoral committee chair, Christopher Robbins, PhD. at crobbin2@emich.edu or by
phone at 734-487-3260
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For questions about your rights as a research subject, contact the Eastern Michigan University
Human Subjects Review Committee at human.subjects@emich.edu or by phone at 734-4873090.
Voluntary participation
Participation in this research study is your choice. You may refuse to participate at any time,
even after signing this form, without repercussion. You may choose to leave the study at any
time without repercussion. If you leave the study, the information you provided will be kept
confidential. You may request, in writing, that your identifiable information be destroyed.
However, we cannot destroy any information that has already been published.
Statement of Consent
I have read this form. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and am satisfied with the answers I
received. I give my consent to participate in this research study.

_______________________________ I agree to be video recorded during the interview process.

______________________________________
Name of Subject

______________________________________

____________________

Signature of Subject

Date

I have explained the research to the subject and answered all their questions. I will give a copy of the
signed consent form to the subject.

Ali Y Bazzi___________________________
Name of Person Obtaining Consent

_____________________________________

_______________________

Signature of Person Obtaining Consent

Date
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